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ABSTRACT
The conceptualization of Atheism has transformed considerably over the past century, making a
transition from the taboo to a new movement of outspoken activism underlined by a strong selfidentification with systemic nonbelief and sense of pride. Psychological literature has only
begun to reflect the larger societal changes in perception and value over the past decade. As
such, research has yet to adequately examine Atheism from a cultural perspective, creating an
injustice in the psychotherapist’s ability to properly understand and treat patients in a
comprehensive manner. Through the examination of trajectories leading to an Atheistic belief
set, the application of a strength-based lens, and the dispelling of inaccurate, mythical thought,
best practice can be applied in providing psychotherapuetic services to individuals who, at their
core, do not believe in the existence of God(s).
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION AND HISTORY
In the field of clinical psychology, multicultural competence is valued as the “fourth
wave in psychology” (Pederson, 1988, 1989, 1990). One diversity group that has failed to draw
significant heuristic or clinical attention is those individuals who ascribe to an Atheistic belief
framework. For proponents of irreligiosity, this cohort is widely misunderstood in mainstream
and scholastic circles (Ritchey, 2009), and underrepresented in psychological and sociological
literature (LeDrew, 2013a; Sahker, 2016; Zuckerman, 2009) with blurring definitions,
misconceptions about beliefs held (Rutjens & Heine, 2016), and inclusive of biased hearsay
(Barb, 2011; Morgan, 2013; Smith, 2011). As such, secularism warrants clinical focus as a
diversity group and behooves clinicians' mindful attention toward creating greater multicultural
clarity to better serve their clinical needs.
Historical Overview
American Psychological Association (APA) psychotherapy guidelines support inclusion
of “spirituality” as a salient factor when working with patients/clients, even incorporating this
factor as a strong clinical element when working as a multi-culturally competent clinician (APA,
2019a). However, a paucity of focus in the literature and in applied psychotherapy is apparent
for therapeutic and treatment consideration for clients/patients who ascribe to an Atheistic belief
framework with little mention or comparison of identity factors and experiences serving as risk
or protective factors within the context of psychological functioning. Further, failure to create a
safe clinical environment through activation of multicultural competence by the treating clinician
can potentially lead to therapist-client/patient misattunement, diagnostic errors, and undermine
treatment outcomes. Application of a multi-culturally sensitive and strength-based diversity lens
for psychologists working with Atheists is both our professional mandate and a best practice.
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The APA’s division (36) on religion and spirituality strives to be inclusive in its effort to
bridge the gap between the practice of psychology and religious practice. They focus on how
religion can be interwoven with psychotherapy and how the psychology of religion can
contribute to research and practice (APA, 2019b). However, when searching articles and
newsletters with the terms “Atheism,” “Atheist,” “secular,” and “irreligious” on division 36’s
website (APA, 2019b), limited-to-no mention is made of secular beliefs barring one research
proposal by Angelina Iannazzi (2015), a then-third year psychology student. “Diversity,” as
perceived and defined through APA’s division 36 appears limited to faith, religious practice, and
defining theistic terminology.
Religiosity and psychology are intertwined in several distinct manners: the psychology
of religion studies within the context of the human condition (Galen & Kloet, 2011; Nelson,
2009; Pargament, Koenig, & Perez, 2000), religion within a therapeutic setting as a cultural
variable (D’Andrea & Sprenger, 2007; Powers, 2005; Vieten et al., 2013; Zinnbauer &
Pargament, 2000), and counseling within a religious framework (Dykstra, 2015; Scott, 2013;
Sutton, Kelly, Griffin, & Worthington, 2018). Research prodigiously reveals a positive
correlation between religiosity and an improvement in psychological functioning, decrease in
risk-taking behaviors, and physiological health (Brady, Peterman, Fitchett, Mo, & Cella, 1999;
Mason & Spoth, 2011; McCullough & Willoughby, 2009; Meisenhelder & Chandler, 2002;
Peacock & Poloma, 1989; Witter, Stock, Okun, & Haring, 1985). For instance, Van Tongeren,
McIntosh, Raad, and Pae (2013) determined that afterlife anxiety could be reduced by priming
intrinsically religious subjects with biblical passages. A distinction should be made between the
introduction of religious cultural variables into generalized practice and mental health treatment
founded in religious doctrine, such as pastoral counseling. Pastoral counseling is considered an
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integration of mental health and doctrinal interventions conducted by an individual who has
specialized in the fields of counseling and theology (American Association for Pastoral
Counseling, 2018; Trub & Elias, 2007).
Psychology and religion may also be explored through the lens of respective religions,
their ideological teachings and cultural elements, and psychotherapy considerations. Academic
literature examining Islam and psychotherapy focuses on cross-cultural conflict, degree of
religiosity, intersection between counseling principles and Islamic components, community,
perception of psychopathology, and, if therapy is founded within Islamic faith, assisting the
Muslim patient through the utilization of the Quran (Eltaiba, 2014; Hamjah & Akhir, 2014;
Hamjah, Akhir, Ismail, Ismail, & Arib, 2017; Haroun et al., 2011). Thematically, culturallycompetent clinical work and Islamic psychotherapy may involve a normalization process that
weaves traditional therapeutic approaches with appropriate teachings.
Like Islam, studies conducted on Judaism and psychotherapy tend to emphasize
intervention-relevant commonalities between people who participate in the same or similar
religious and cultural rituals. Research conducted on Judaism and psychotherapy consists of
degrees of religiosity (Schnall, 2006; Silverstein, 1995; Wikler, 2001), community, familial
relationships (Davey, Eish, & Robila, 2001; Krieger, 2010), and the modification of therapeutic
approaches for adaptation to Jewish culture (Balkin, Freeman, & Lyman, 2000; Schnall,
Eichenbaum, & Abramovitz, 2016).
Christianity, the most common religious group in the United States at 70.6% (Pew
Research Center, 2019) of the population, is also one of the most studied practices in
psychological literature. A search of PscyARTICLES using the search terms “Christian” and
“Psychology” nets over 1,000 results. Research topics vary and focus on the virtues and benefits
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in ascribing to Christian belief in a therapeutic setting (Cragun & Friedlander, 2012; McMinn,
Staley, Webb, & Seegobin, 2010; Schnitker, Houltberg, Dyrness, & Redmond, 2017), how
Christianity serves as a buffer to specific psychopathology and coping with physical illness
(Bazley & Pakenham, 2019; Bradford, 1990; Hall, Shannonhouse, Aten, McMartin, &
Silverman, 2018), and Christian history in psychology (Mackey, 2018). Common themes are the
protective factors garnered through moral teachings stemming from Christian doctrine.
Each discussed religion, namely Christianity, Islam, and Judaism, have different
approaches to their teachings and rituals, but share other commonalities often harnessed as
strengths and protective factors when working with those who ascribe to each belief
system. Whether referencing the Bible, Quran, or Torah, in interweaving scripture into therapy,
focus on modifying interventions to meet the needs of the patient and their belief system should
remain at the forefront of consideration. In doing so, the rituals associated with each religion
maintain their worth, do not impede with efficacious treatment, and serve as an invaluable asset
when harnessing the family system, community, shared values and morality, connection, and
belongingness.
A historical overview of Atheism provides a look at the foundations for secular belief,
which in larger contexts is viewed as “non-belief.” In Eastern and Western cultures dating back
to the Middle Ages (476 AD-1453 AD), the overarching perceptions about views, disparate from
the majority religious theologies of Christianity, considered non-Christian thought or divergent
beliefs as nonbelief. During medieval times, scholars of Islam may not have acknowledged a
non-believer as Atheist, not because nonbelievers did not exist, but rather that the idea of “not
believing” was incomprehensible. Instead, those who did not accept Muhammad as a prophet
were defined as skeptics or, as described by Stroumsa (1999), “intellectual heretics.”
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Christianity during the Middle Ages would have been no different in that if there were
Atheists, they would not have volunteered themselves as such, as announcing non-belief was
tantamount to inviting repudiation or harm. In the absence of disclosure, the concept of nonbelief being heresy precluded any validated opportunity for belief formation. Van Engen (1986)
notes that whether “vilified” or “revered,” the common agreement among scholars, without
conjecture, is the Middle Ages saw Christianity dominating European culture and politics. It was
not until the mid-1500s that the word “Atheist” appeared in English text (Hecht, 2004). The
term Atheist however, was not an identity during the 16th and 17th centuries, but rather a slur
(Armstrong, 2004; Hecht 2004) used to insult those perceived to engage in sinning activity, with
no legitimate self-defining concept until the Age of Enlightenment (1685 AD-1815 AD) (Kors,
2014).
Drews (2014) opines that the “. . . spectrum of belief widened considerably. One end of
the spectrum occupied by agnostics and self-declared Atheists. At the other end–especially in
the new United States of America–were large and growing numbers of Christians” (chapter 35,
para. 1). It was not until the First and Second World Wars (1914 AD-1945 AD) that Atheism
began to develop into a culture based out of empiricism and skepticism and the Information Age
(U.S., 1970 AD-present) that militant Atheism (or New Atheism) began to take hold in response
to the majority religious population (Chalfant, 2018). Richard Dawkins (English biologist)
(Dawkins, 2019), Sam Harris (American neuroscientist) (Harris, 2019), Daniel Dennett
(American philosopher) (Tufts University, 2013), and Christopher Hitchens (American
journalist) (Encyclopedia Britannica, 2019) have since utilized traditional and modern means of
communication and media to aggressively communicate concerns with religious doctrine and for
the purpose of defusing inaccurate beliefs about Atheists. After Hitchens’ death in 2011,
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Lawrence Krauss is quoted as saying, “He [Hitchens] understood that the universe doesn't care
about our existence or welfare, and he epitomized the realization that our lives have meaning
only to the extent that we give them meaning” (Krauss, 2012, n.p.). Through lectures, public
debates on the existence of God(s), TED Talks, television appearances, Twitter, Facebook, and
other online means of communication, each of the aforementioned scholars were able lead an
impassioned charge supported by their unique background and areas of expertise.
As previously chronicled, the heuristic synchrony of religion and spirituality with
psychological and physical health is robustly stated. However, such correlational pairing fuels
bias and diminishes those with Atheistic identities. One of the significant impacts of the
important, yet overly-focused research conducted on the impact of religion and spirituality on
physiological and psychological health, as well as the righteous guardianship of theological and
spiritual inclusion in psychology, is the unintentional dichotomizing effect inclusion has in
minimizing those who have entwined Atheism into their identity. This is recognized through the
sparse research conducted on how Atheism can benefit mental and physical health (Hayward,
Krause, Ironson, Hill, & Emmons, 2016; Whitley, 2010). Understandably, research studies
require a more focused and narrow content lest they become so broad that the research becomes
watered down, diffuse, or nebulous. Whether by intention or omission, such paucity of research
including Atheism when referencing the domain of spirituality or religion, suggests a valence
that ”religion is healthy,” and in obverse, “Atheism must be unhealthy” (Zuckerman, 2009).
A lack of awareness or inaccurate conceptualization of Atheism is a pathway to missed
opportunity for connection, empowerment, and personal growth. Yust’s (2017) research on
“cultivating Christians” suggests that children are not born with innate spirituality; thus, without
a lack of guidance from parents and clergy, they are unlikely to mature into healthy, spiritual
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adults and further implicates that Christianity, church, and spirituality are required components
of “wholeness.” The perception that an absence of faith is the equivalent to not being whole
undermines strength-based approaches to therapy, as well as a common existential concern
underlying depression such as “Why am I here?” It would be an easy pitfall to discount Atheism
as a meaningful cultural component after dichotomously assessing for “religious” versus
“irreligious.” Assuming that someone is irreligious without following up on how or if
irreligiosity is an aspect of their self-identity could undermine efficacious treatment or result in
erroneous assumptions. Whitley (2010) devised a model for the examination of Atheism, but
accurately dividing systemic Atheism between “negative” and “positive” belief. In other words,
he drew a difference between negative Atheism, or a passionate and committed system of
nonbelief, and positive Atheism, a passive system of nonbelief. Whitley’s Revised Typology of
Religious-Atheistic Commitment model (2010), which smartly divides systemic Atheism into
subtypes, suggests that additional clinical information gathering should be conducted for the
purpose of determining how the cultural aspect of Atheism impacts the client and their identity
formation.
The arrival to confusion or a conclusion about the existence of a God or Gods is likely to
result from different, unique circumstances. The etiology of nonbelief may be as important as
the lack of belief itself in terms of information that can assist treatment providers in
understanding the patient’s concerns or ideological perspective of life. While a patient may
perceive their Atheistic identity through constructivism or verifiable truths as they have been
experienced, or an existential lens in assigning personal meaning and purpose, another may
question their existence and that of a God due to trauma or tragedy.
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To expand on this concept, consider the following source trajectories towards nonbelief:


A patient is reared by Atheist parents and adopts their belief system. As the parents are
outspoken nonbelievers, so is the patient;



An adult patient who defined themselves as “a spiritual agnostic” for the entirety of their
lives experiences tremendous, abrupt loss when their spouse and children are involved in
a fatal accident. Attempting to cope with the tragedy, the patient begins to question the
“fairness” of life and existence of God(s);



An adolescent patient who is raised in a religious household, goes to school at a religious
institution and is otherwise taught to seek safety and comfort in religion, then is sexually
assaulted by clergy. This patient has experienced trauma that contradicts everything they
have known, leaving them feeling confused, alone, and hopeless;



A young adult with a passive, yet previously unquestioned belief in God attends college
and begins to have a change in perspective resulting from several cordial debates with
peers.
While these possible scenarios of belief source may result in the development of a secular

belief system, each path is constructed from variables with different, significant clinical
implications. For some, loss of faith may be associated with trauma, shame, self-loathing,
breaches in trust, aloneness, and hopelessness. Detachment from others under these auspices
may fuel depression and isolation, although it would be remiss for a clinician to assume absence
of faith as tantamount to negative attributes or pathology. Multiculturalism protects both the
patient from being misunderstood and the therapist from completing erroneous assumptions (Sue
& Sue, 2013, p. 346-348), also known as a Type II Error.
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Whereas a strength-based approach (Park, Peterson, & Seligman, 2004), based off the
principles of positive psychology in the utilization of irreligiosity may be beneficial in the first
scenario, harnessing a similar approach for the trauma scenario would surely be inappropriate
(Fontana & Rosenheck, 2004; ter Kuile & Ehring, 2014). This is not to imply that a loss of
religion can be pre-categorized as traumatizing. In fact, it could be argued that quite the opposite
is true, with newfound Atheism granting the individual a sense of freedom, solution to cognitive
dissonance, or resolution to psychologically painful identity confusion. Upon properly
reviewing the trajectory to nonbelief and qualitatively measuring level of adherence or passion
towards nonbelief, the clinician can adapt their approach accordingly to produce the best possible
clinical intervention.
Definitions and Terminology
It is readily acknowledged that several terms have multiple conceptualizations with a
seemingly endless array of definitions. Every effort will be made to put forth a clear and concise
explanation of verbiage. While the use of a spectrum may be beneficial in the differentiation of
theological belief structures, doing so may create an unfairly biased perception that strength in
nonbelief can be equated to “greater” or “less” than. Thus, an introduction to theological
terminology and definitions is best perceived as separate yet overlapping constructs, not a form
of scaling.
Culture is defined through a vast agglomeration of conceptualizations and components,
from the societal purpose of friendship and marriage to ingredients and cooking methods of
cuisines. A common thread throughout definitions is the shared meaning, importance, and
customs associated with any particular set of peoples. While some definitions of culture indicate
characteristics are to be applied to predetermined categorical groups, such as racial, political,
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social, or religious, other perspectives are less constrained and better account for the
individualistic propensity to claim ostensibly antithetical attributes. The terms culture and
cultural will refer to characteristics across multiple fixed and uncategorized groups as it relates
to commonly shared knowledge, ideas, characteristics, values, beliefs, perspectives, and customs;
of note, this is not to purposely exclude concepts such as perception of marriage or clothing and
fashion except to the extent which those aspects of culture are irrelevant within the context of
this study.
Spirituality, for the purpose of this paper, will be collectively defined as the sentient
portion of a person, their drive, and the potential origin from which an individual develops
personal meaning. Spirituality may address existential concern(s) of purpose beyond our daily
endeavors without actively adhering to or participating in organized religion. However,
spirituality is not an exclusive concept, with those who subscribe to religion often describing
their passion for religiosity in terms of spirituality. Agnosticism will refer to varying
conceptualizations, which will be identified as necessary, including being unsure as to the
existence of a higher power, unsure if it is possible to become aware of a higher power, or
believing in a higher power without certainty of specifics.
Secularity is typically described as “being separate from religion” as a means to indicate
a separation from “church and state,” or the state of being neither allied, nor against any specific
religion. Secularity will be used interchangeably with Atheism, referring to a systematic attitude
of lacking spiritual and religious belief. This is by no means an effort to manipulate or dilute the
definition of “Atheist” or “secular,” but an innocuous effort to increase word selection.
Similarly, secularist and Atheist refer to an individual or group who subscribes to the absence of
spirituality and God(s). Notably, this simplifies, if not completely circumvents, the esoteric
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proposal that an Atheist can believe in God through religious anti-realism—a proposition
requiring considerable philosophical bolstering (Eshleman, 2006). The terminology of Atheism
will be expanded to emphasize conviction in nonbelief. Negative Atheism will refer to a passive,
non-confrontational lack of belief in a God or Gods. Positive Atheism, militant Atheism, and new
Atheism will be used interchangeably to describe an assertive commitment to nonbelief in
deities. The distinction drawn between “negative” and “positive” Atheism are undeniably
important when analyzing the extent to which a client identifies with their nonbelief. As not to
cause confusion or conflict, the use modifiers of “positive,” “militant,” and “new” are not
applied to “secular,” regardless of its current interchangeability with Atheism.
Consideration was given as to whether “Atheism” should be capitalized for the purpose
of this paper with the understanding that subtle inferences could be made depending on the
grammatical choice. Capitalization would imply a sense of formal importance likened to that of
properly capitalized, major religions, such as Christianity and Islam. However, it may also
indicate that Atheism is deserving of being categorized as a religion, of which it is not. The
decision was made, based off a major premise of this work, that “Atheist” would be capitalized
in order to emphasize the importance of “Atheism” as a self-contained cultural phenomenon
worthy of research. In a similar vein, “God” is capitalized when referring to a specific God or
Gods with no rigid grammatical rules for the use of upper or lowercase lettering when making a
general reference without the tie-in to a religion. However, out of respect and for the purpose of
uniformity, “God(s)” will be capitalized throughout this paper.
The terms irreligious or irreligiosity are applied with innocuous intention throughout this
literature review as “indifferent to religion” or “having no religious beliefs.” Depending on the
source, “irreligious” is sometimes used to describe an overt distaste for religion and religious
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belief. Militant Atheism is often used synonymously with irreligious in describing a hostile
opposition to religion and religious institutions; while an interchangeable use of these words
would not be technically inaccurate, only militant Atheism will be used while describing the
aggressive Atheistic movement.
Belief, as a conceptualized term, can be operationalized and defined in multiple ways
including an acceptance that a statement is true, or a concept exists, irreligious or religious
conviction, or confidence in someone or something. Faith, while similar to “belief,” is not
synonymous and is defined as having complete trust or confidence in someone or something or a
strong belief in God(s) based on spiritual apprehension rather than tangible proof. Faith may
imply a positive outlook on the future as quoted in Hebrews 11:1, “Now faith is the substance of
things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen.”
Statement of the Problem
Atheism as a historical construct has transitioned into an important and valid element of
cultural identity, although the evolution has not properly been reflected in psychological
literature or mainstream opinion. Research is minimal in addressing the clinical needs of a
nonbeliever, and is absent of a more complex and thorough analysis of Atheism, trajectories to
Atheistic belief, and a strength-based approach in secular treatment. Without more resources
devoted to the study of how psychological factors intertwine with Atheism and the treatment of
Atheists, clinicians are unable to fulfill their ethical obligation to provide best care in servicing
secularist patients.
Purpose of the Study
This clinical research project (CRP) seeks to apply a strength based multicultural
diversity lens toward asserting best clinical practice with those ascribing an Atheistic belief
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framework. A review of salient clinical literature on Atheistic construct, exploration of the
population characteristics germane to Atheism, possible etiology of such dimensions,
implications of Atheism in the generation and treatment of relevant psychopathology, as well as
clinical and non-clinical bias will be examined. In striving to apply a strength-based diversity
lens toward psychotherapy work with those ascribing to Atheistic belief systems, mythical
thought processes, inaccurate assumptions, and overgeneralization are less likely to have a
negative impact on the therapeutic relationship and process. A focus will be placed on trajectory
towards Atheism as it relates to the clinical risks or protective factors a patient may display in
therapy. As a point of clinical departure, a model of multicultural competency when working
with Atheist is proffered. Areas suitable for future research will be put forth for consideration in
effort to expand upon the present foundation of knowledge.
Literature Review Questions
The following research questions were considered and addressed:
Literature Review Question #1: In what ways can a multicultural lens be applied to those
who identify as Atheists?
Literature Review Question #2: What are the clinical needs of those ascribing to
Atheism?
Literature Review Question #3: What multi-culturally competent implications are
recommended as best practices in the clinical treatment of those who identify with Atheism?
An exploration of multicultural aspects of our current knowledge base, as it relates to
multicultural case conceptualization in psychotherapy, the specific needs of patients within the
context of their cultural characteristics, and treatment considerations for those ascribing to
Atheism are presented and addressed throughout this paper. First, can a multicultural lens be
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applied to individuals who identify as Atheist? Assuming cultural conception can be applied to
Atheists, how are cultural generalities and individualistic traits applied in an efficacious and
purposeful manner? Second, what are the unique clinical needs of those ascribing to Atheism
and what conditional circumstances may require an adaptation in psychotherapeutic
approach? Third, what are the implications for clinical treatment for those who identify as an
Atheist?
Significance of the Study
A thorough investigation of irreligiosity, psychology, and clinical approach through a
multicultural lens assists with a better understanding of how a patient may arrive at
nonbelief. Further, by examining the factors that created their pathway and how those factors
affect their perception of themselves and their environment is intrinsic to providing best practice
with Atheist patients. By creating a typology for conceptualization, dispelling mythical thoughts
about Atheists, and shedding light on strengths where popular opinion may see deficit, therapists
will be able to develop insight into their own preconceived notions as well as how their potential
biases may have a negative impact on providing efficacious treatment.
Search Method
PsycINFO was used as the primary database for research with the following search terms:
Atheis*, agonist*, counsel*, intervention, mental health, nonbelief, nonbelief, psychotherapy,
psychology, psychologist, religion, religious, secular*, spiritual, spirituality, therapy; of note, the
names of common modern religions, such as “Christianity,” “Judaism, and “Islam,” were utilized
sparingly to illustrate commonalities in pastoral counseling research, as the comparative efficacy
of specific religions introduced into treatment is irrelevant. Search terms were meant to
encompass academically-researched topics related to clinical treatment, Atheism, and studies
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analyzing Atheist and theist treatment variables. Given the extensive research conducted across
multiple fields regarding theistic existence including but not limited to theology, sociology,
anthropology, philosophy, etcetera, a comprehensive review of all relevant materials was
infeasible. However, every effort was made to review applicable articles within the field of
psychology as it relates to psychotherapy and Atheism or theism.
Additional research was conducted through the use of Google’s search engine for the
purpose of gathering recent statistics from respected polling services (Pew Research Group &
Gallup), as well as reviewing the American Psychological Association’s principles, ethics, and
code of conduct (American Psychological Association, 2019a). Considerable care and effort
were placed into ensuring all non-peer-reviewed literature, such as public polling information,
was relevant, purposeful, and accurate. While the majority of articles reviewed were published
within the past ten years, several historical texts were used for reference. Information gathered
from research and polling companies were less than five years old, have immediate relevancy,
and were the most up-to-date statistics available.
Research was not discarded as a result of geographic origin. However, the majority of
research reviewed was conducted in the United States. Notably, anecdotal references,
quotations, and statistics are used to illustrate the current cultural environment for Atheists in
America. From the birth of the country to present times, American culture has seen patriotism
and Atheism as being mutually exclusive concepts, which has been rigorously documented from
within and outside of the United States (Barb, 2011); thus, most of the focus within this literature
review is placed on works researched in and related to the U.S. in order to shine light on the
dimmest area.
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Evaluation Method
Given the breadth of studies examining the efficacy of religion in psychotherapeutic
treatment, limitations were developed to maintain focus on the deficit of knowledge and potential
benefit to utilizing a nonbelief system in psychotherapy. Several categories of articles were
omitted from the literature review for the purpose of brevity and detraction: a lack of
psychological relevance, appearance of biases or agenda, and nonacademic or non-peer reviewed
articles.
While no individual major religion was chosen and intentionally left out of article
compilation, i.e., a research study conducted on Judaism and mental health would have received
no more or less scrutiny than a study on Taoism and mental health, articles were discarded for a
lack of relevance to the focus of exploring the clinical implications of Atheism in
psychotherapy. Of note, the majority of accessible studies conducted over the past century focus
on measuring Christianity in terms of religious and spiritual health benefits; thus, the collected
and reviewed articles are a statistical representation of available data.
Regarding the comparison of one world religion to another, i.e., comparing the efficacy
of applying Buddhist principles in psychotherapy to Muslim scripture, it is irrelevant given the
primary focus of this work. While research comparing mental and physiological health of
religious and irreligious populations is minimal, Moore and Leach (2016) suggest there is very
little difference between the mental health of those who are irreligious and religious through a
rather impressive meta-analysis, while Zuckerman (2009) proposes similar results through
arguments derived from data extrapolation.
As with most studies, quantitative or qualitative, researchers are drawn consciously or
subconsciously to subjects found to be of personal importance or interest. Undoubtedly, this
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literature review is no exception to the aforementioned concept. Given the author’s desire and
dedication to remain intellectually honest, unbiased assessments of this literature review were
conducted by academicians with varying religious and cultural backgrounds. All information
collected was done so ethically and legally through public databases, search engines, and
academic databases.
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CHAPTER II: ATHEISM AS A DIMENSION OF DIVERSITY
A 2017 update on Americans and Religion (Gallup, 2017) indicates that 33% of
Americans are “not religious at all,” a category which is notably broad, if not nebulous.
Regardless, it grants validity towards a growing movement towards a more visible secular
movement. A more recent study conducted by Pew Research in 2018, suggests that only 10% of
Americans ascribe to Atheism, accurately defined by “Do not believe in any higher power or
spiritual force.” While the same study indicated that 32% of Americans have a belief set that
would be defined as agnostic, i.e., “Does believe in God(s), while also believing in a higher
power or spiritual force, not as defined in scripture” and “Does not believe in God but believes in
some higher power or spiritual force.” While results appear muddled, it is clear that a significant
portion of the American population, somewhere between 10% and 33%, “do not believe in God”
or are irreligious to some extent.
Literature Review
D’Andrea and Sprenger (2007) are the first noted researchers to suggest that Atheism
should be addressed as a diversity issue in counseling. At the time of the article, data showed
that 4 to 5% of the American public identified as an Atheist, a number likely grossly
underestimating reality. They put forth a series of suggestions for working with non-spiritual
clients that serve as an excellent foundation for providing best practice to those who do not
subscribe to theism. D’Andrea and Sprenger’s recommendations include asking about
celebrations, honoring differences, validating non-religious experiences, focusing on personal
responsibility, respecting privacy, engaging in self-reflection, sincerity, and the seeking of
consultation. For critical analysis, several of these propositions are representative of the nature
in which a therapist should construct every individualized treatment plan, such as the honoring of
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differences, respect of privacy, engagement in examining personal biases, validation of the
client’s experiences, and sincerity.
Atheists may be receiving the message, consciously or unconsciously, that Christian
celebrations ought to be commemorated by everyone and that other beliefs are unimportant given
the acknowledgement and government sanctioning of Christian holidays (Sue & Sue, 2013, p.
160). Querying about traditionally religious holidays may be essential for developing a more
comprehensive understanding of the patient’s beliefs and their family system. Atheist patients
may celebrate religious holidays by placing emphasis on aspects of the holiday unrelated to a
religious or spiritual element. For instance, the importance of a religious holiday such as
Christmas, may carry diverse meanings for people, from a celebration of the birth of the messiah
to a season of giving and generosity without religious ideologies. A critical component of
psychotherapy is recognition and respect for facilitating people's search for meaning making.
Presumption by the therapist to place valence on a person's Atheistic meanings may align with an
ethical violation of trust when misassumptions by the therapist are in play.
For the purpose of beginning the process of examining literature on religious transition,
an Atheistic identity construction model is put forth by Smith (2011) as it relates to the
development of an Atheist’s identity through the rejection of theism. His research revolves
around the trajectory of discarding theism through social interaction. According to Smith, a
religious individual will transition through four stages including a starting point, the questioning
of theism, the rejection of theism, and “coming out” process. His work illustrates the importance
of a cultural construct lending validation to an Atheist identity. Smith successfully endeavors to
cover a wide range of Atheistic etiology through thorough qualitative review, participants (n=40)
quoted in his study had rejected theism due to logical conflict, moral conflict, tragedy
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reconciliation (within biblical text), identity confusion, and interpersonal means. Perhaps
unexpectedly, poor experiences in the church or with religion were not apparent within his study
and means of direct trauma by a religious institution was not identified as a possible trajectory.
The research focuses on the shedding of religious belief and does not include those who never
possessed belief or grew up in a non-religious household; of note, this may be a result of
localized data obtained within the same area of Colorado. Most notably, his description of the
“coming out” process lends tremendous credibility to the notion of Atheism as being deserving
of cultural status, represented by negative familial responses after post-reveal.
Overview of Diversity Model Commonalities
For the purpose of developing a thorough understanding of how culture is
conceptualized, an in-depth review of definitions, their sources, and commonalities drawn from
various cultural models was reviewed. Per Merriam-Webster, “culture” is defined as (a) “the
customary beliefs, social forms, and material traits of a racial, religious, or social group;” (b)
“the characteristic features of everyday existence, such as diversions or a way of life, shared by
people in a place or time;” and (c) “the integrated pattern of human knowledge, belief, and
behavior that depends upon the capacity for learning and transmitting knowledge to succeeding
generations” (“Culture,” 2019, n.p.). While Merriam-Webster's definition is simplistic when
juxtaposed with academic literature, it remains accurate; more importantly, the meaning obtained
from a dictionary mirrors mainstream’s perception of culture–a relevant consideration in
psychotherapeutic treatment and consultation with those lacking in diversity training.
Commonalities of diversity models revolve around a fluctuation in self-awareness, selfacceptance, integration, the perception of others, and perception of how others perceive the self
(Cass, 1979; Cross, 1995; Hardiman, 1982; Helms, 1995; Nadal, 2004). Models are useful in
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terms of categorizing stages, allowing for communication and conceptualization in treatment,
between treating professionals, and for social justice purposes. An overview of several diversity
models unrelated to spirituality and theology will be discussed in an effort to lay a foundation for
similarities between diversity models and a proposed, secular model. In an effort to remain as
comprehensive as possible, racial and sexual orientation, developmental, and inclusion models
were studied. In no way is this approach designed to be a comparison, but rather the basis for
construction. Models will be grouped, followed by inference of data put forth by prior research
as it applies to the development of a secular diversity model. Additionally, like other identity
development theories, a secular model carries the disclaimer that not all individuals will follow
the steps in sequential order nor will they complete each stage.
The People of Color Racial Identity Model (Cross, 1995), Filipino American Identity
Development (Model) (Nadal, 2004), Ethnic Minority Identity Development (Berry, 2005),
White Racial Identity Model (Helms, 1995), White Racial Identity Models (Rowe, Bennett, &
Atkinson, 1994), and White Identity Model (Hardiman, 1982) comprise the researched racebased diversity and developmental models. The Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender (LGBT)
Coming Out Model (Cass, 1979) is utilized to review the sexual orientation diversity and
developmental model. Cross-examining the models allows for an exploration of commonalities
and a foundational basis for the creation of other diversity models through easily-adaptable
tenets.
According to Cross’s model (1995) on Black American Racial Identity, there are five
developmental steps including Pre-encounter, Encounter, Immersion/Emersion, Internalization,
and Internalization-Commitment. In sequential order, Cross purports that a Black American has
“absorbed” beliefs from the dominant (White) culture, including a disparaging perception of the
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Black culture; of note, this first stage involves limited insight into racial implications. In the
Encounter stage, an event—or likely several events—create a conscious awareness of targeted
racism. During the Immersion/Emersion stage, an individual will seek to learn more about their
history, culture, and identity. In this stage, intercultural peer relationships are sought for safety,
inclusiveness, knowledge, and support. In the final two stages, Internalization and
Internalization-Commitment, a Black American becomes secure with their racial self, is willing
to develop nuanced relationships with culturally respective Whites, and finally reaches a higher
level of commitment to the problems faced by the Black community.
In utilizing aspects of Cross’s model in an effort to build the framework for a secular
model of diversity, it is of the utmost importance to reemphasize the desire to pull from
established models, not from a comparison between religious and racial oppression. Perhaps in
referencing Ritchey’s (2009) study on Atheist resistance in small towns where he studied the
experiences of Atheists who were shunned from their community, a parallel can be drawn
between Cross’s model and the foundation for Atheist diversity. A Pre-encounter stage would be
difficult to define in secularity, unless placed within the context of being raised in an irreligious
home, ascribing to Atheism, all while subconsciously attempting to navigate a world of Atheist
micro-aggressions and systemic reminders of the religious majority. The Encounter stage,
however, can be aligned to Smith’s (2011) “starting point,” insomuch that a trigger begins the
process of conscious conflict between the Atheistic minority and religious majority.
Immersion/Emersion may be represented through the transition to negative Atheism,
whereupon the similarities between models may cease, or positive Atheism where the
commonalities increase. In the case of positive Atheism, an individual may seek out others with
systemic nonbelief, participate in groups or clubs related to Atheism, and spend more time
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learning about their identities through the assistance of other like-minded people. The extent to
which systemic Atheism is bound to an Atheist’s identity will be impacted through interpersonal
interactions, psychosocial factors, and the preceding trajectory to nonbelief. Finally, the positive
Atheist is likely to return to interaction with the religious majority while maintaining a strong
connection with other nonbelievers with a newfound sense of confidence and purpose, whereas
the negative Atheist may identify passively and experience theological apathy.
The Filipino American Identity Development (Model) created by Nadal (2004) and
Ethnic Minority Identity Development (Berry, 2005) have similar constructs in which an
awareness precedes the devaluing of one’s own culture in lieu of preference for the White
culture. Each model reaches its final stage when the individual incorporates (Nadal, 2004) or
integrates (Berry, 2005) his or her own culture with the majority culture. This is notably
different from Cross’s model of embracing one's own culture and accepting other cultures
without the assimilation of minority identity with the majority population. The variance in
design between Cross’s work and that of Berry and Nadal highlights an essential difference in
formulating an Atheistic identity model. Secularity that is Atheism in either its positive or
negative form cannot involve assimilation without altering of definition or design. Perhaps it
could be argued that a trajectory from organized religion to agnosticism would allow for
assimilation of religious beliefs or—a more likely scenario—a rebound effect from Atheism to
agnosticism allowing the preservation of spirituality and the general belief in a God or Gods
while discarding formal doctrine.
White identity models (Hardiman, 1982; Helms, 1995; Rowe et al., 1994) revolve around
the premise that the majority culture is oblivious or overtly apathetic towards racial minorities.
The intent, whether willful or blind, demonstrates an intense lack of insight into the perpetuation
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of harmful stereotyping, micro-aggressions, systemic racism, and other methods by which racial
injustice can be dismissed. No comparison can be drawn between the pervasive damage inflicted
on minority racial groups through the multifaceted racism of Whites, although applicable
concepts arise when the unexposed religious majority is acquainted with Atheistic ideology.
Further, spiritual beliefs or a lack thereof typically can be hidden from public view to hide the
(ir)religious self, whereas this is not possible with the racial identity—a key component to safety
and security.
In Helms’ (1995) model, he describes how a person is capable of making the transition
from a racist to non-racist identity. Of note, the first two steps are broadly applicable to majority
cultures in other, non-racial contexts. Benefits of belonging to the majority population are easily
ignored and go unacknowledged in the prevention of cognitive dissonance and lack of conscious
or unconscious willingness to release power and control obtained by being a member of the more
significant number. The first two steps of development, which highlight a lack of exposure and
conflictual beliefs, are extraordinarily similar to experiences held by the religious majority who
are unfamiliar with Atheists, claiming all-encompassing acceptance while forgetting the
unspoken caveats based in a biased, inaccurate perception of secularism.
Atheistic identity development is partially captured through the work of researchers who
have examined racial models. However, the “coming out process” is best served through other
multicultural models examining the lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender populations (LGBT)
(Cass, 1979). The process of “coming out” or revealing otherwise hidden diversity within is
multifaceted in purpose. At the risk of shedding safety and security, “coming out” serves as an
attempt to heal psychologically painful cognitive dissonance, look for support from others who
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are similar to themselves in their cultural diversity, and hope for—yet not necessary expect—to
be accepted by those close to the person prior to their reveal.
Cass’s Coming Out Model rings familiar with those who expose themselves as irreligious
in small communities or adopt a new Atheist perspective in an unwelcoming community.
Similar to the discussion on racial identity, the purpose is not to compare the harassment or
violent outcomes of either minority status, but to illustrate the similarities in identity progression.
In the first stage, a person experiences identity confusion and questions who they are after a
conscious awareness of gay or lesbian “thoughts, feelings, and attractions.” There is an element
of confusion and internal chaos. Put into the perspective of Atheistic awareness, a person may
begin to feel an internal struggle between religious teachings and personal beliefs in an
environment where there is no safe choice but to embrace organized religion—the simple
thought of "What if there is no God?" could spark psychological discomfort.
The second stage of Cass’s model compares the potential consequences of not being part
of the majority population. They may begin to feel loss over events that have not yet
materialized, such as losing friends or ostracization by peers and family or question if they can
marry or have children if embracing their sexual orientation. An effort to obtain information
about the lesbian and gay community may begin in this stage. Within a secular context, an
individual may feel similar concerns about being cut off by people who have been essential parts
of their life. They may worry that the discarding religious beliefs will come with retaliation and
fear impending adjustment.
Identity tolerance occurs when a person realizes they are not alone and recognize that
other people are like them. Isolation is resolved through finding other gay and lesbian people.
Self-awareness is heightened and the person begins to recognize and celebrate differences
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between the gay and heterosexual cultures. Positive social connections lead to continued growth
and negative interactions stunt growth and cause internal and external conflict. Similar
experiences are described in Ritchey (2009) and Smith (2011) where Atheists, upon the leaving
religious institutions, often band together for comfort, safety, security, and comradery.
In the identity pride stage, the person embraces their identity and begins to split the
population between gay and straight peoples. Given that they are less willing to hide their
identity, an immersion occurs where contact with heterosexual individuals is reduced or
discarded and gay culture becomes all-encompassing. In drawing similarities between the pride
stage of Cass’s model and a proposed model for the Atheistic self, the Atheist may celebrate and
identify strongly with their newfound sense of freedom and feel compelled to share it with
whoever will listen. This is where the development of an assertive belief leads to a new
Atheistic perspective with an aggressive distaste for religion and religious institutions.
In the final stage of Cass’s model, the person combines their sexual orientation with other
identifiers, thus being gay or lesbian becomes one aspect of who they are instead of their only
self-identity. A reintegration with the broader society immerges where deep and nuanced
relationships are developed with gay and straight individuals with a more conscious awareness of
the heterosexist society and heterosexual privilege.
In the final stage of secular development, an individual is likely to strengthen their bonds
with religious peoples who are understanding of their own belief set and maintain social
connections to Atheists they find pleasurable to be around. Regardless of the level of passivity
or assertiveness in nonbelief, social choices are more likely aligned with personal tastes for
personality types than religious preference.
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Applicable similarities between models as it relates to personal self-discovery of Atheism
are evident when analyzing commonalities. There are no comparative implications attempting to
be drawn regarding the psychological impact that occurs from “coming out Atheist” or being
Atheist when juxtaposed to other minority groups. Rather, the purpose is to demonstrate
common emotions, feelings, and perceptions shared by minorities of varying types. The process
is contextual, given the stage, environment, individual characteristics, and life situation. Consider
the following, for the purpose of example and to set the stage for common emotions: An African
American in a White community would experience their environment differently than a
Caucasian in a White community. Similarly, an Atheist in a major city or more liberal or
educated area would have a different experience than being the lone nonbeliever in a small
Midwestern town. This said, feelings of isolation, shame, fear, hypervigilance, being
misunderstood, guilt, confusion, self-questioning, low self-esteem, and feeling lost are
potentially captured throughout early stages. Meanwhile, feelings of empowerment,
belongingness, a clearer self-identity, pride, the desire for social justice, a decrease in fear and
hypervigilance, and the resolution of isolation are likely witnessed in final stages of cultural
maturation.
Structural comparisons, in terms of stages and transitioning periods, are similar in nature
as well. While there is no one route meant to generalize transition, a person may find themselves
in a questioning stage followed by a period of research and self-exploration, an acceptance for
their newfound belief set, a “coming out” period where they announce their views to those
around them, grounded in pride and anxiety, finalized with a reintegration into the community
when possible.
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Western Socio-Cultural Beliefs about Religiosity and Atheism
In an effort to illustrate how the American public perceives various religions as well as
Atheism, the Pew Research Center (2015, 2017b) conducted a survey to determine how “warm”
or “cold” people felt about Judaism, Catholics, Protestants, Evangelical Christians, Buddhists,
Hindus, Mormons, Atheists, and Muslims. Sans Evangelical Christians, which remained the
same from 2014 through 2017, there was an improvement in warm feelings for each of the
religious categories. Most notably, the coldest feelings were towards Atheists and Muslims.
While each of these groups was looked upon kindlier over the three years, they remained the
most negatively perceived by Americans. Unsurprisingly, White Evangelical Christians are least
favorable towards Atheists and Atheists are least favorable towards White Evangelical Christians
(Pew, 2017b).

Figure 1. Mean thermometer readings of how the American public perceives various religions
and Atheists (Pew Research Center, 2017b).
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Democrats or those who lean Democratic have “warmer” feelings about Atheists, slightly
above neutral than Republicans or those who lean Republican—slightly below neutral. In a
frequently referenced study conducted by Furnham and McClelland in 1998, the authors found
that people would be significantly less likely to provide treatment in the form of a ranked waiting
list for kidney transplants to Atheists when compared to a Christians. Age is a significant factor
in perception, with 18 to 29-year-old respondents rating Atheists warmly, and a steady decline at
30-49 years of age, just above neutral; 50-64 years of age, cold; and 65 and older, very cold.
Notably, this is likely a positive indicator of overall acceptance of secularists increasing over
time due to the dissemination of accurate information about systemic Atheist belief.
Preconceived notions and associations were contributing factors to the feelings
Americans have towards each religious group and their members. Regarding associations,
Americans are notably less likely to have positive perceptions of those they believe are “UnAmerican” or less patriotic than the average citizen is. In 1987, George H. W. Bush was quoted
as saying, “No, I don't know that Atheists should be considered as citizens, nor should they be
considered patriots. This is one nation under God” (Dawkins, 2002, 11:47). The idea that antipatriotism can be likened to anti-Christianity was reinforced in 2001 after terrorist attacks
occurred in New York and again in 2016 through a presidential campaign strategy, which saw all
facets of non-majority cultures as negatively affecting America (Barb, 2011).
One significant contributing factor to this belief is evident in the national pride evidenced
after the terrorist attacks that occurred on September 11, 2001. Americans increasingly began to
associate patriotism with religious belief. In embracing the pledge of allegiance, specifically
“one nation under God,” Americans lashed out at those within reach that they felt were the
enemy. Hate crimes, defined by the Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI) as a “criminal
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offense which is motivated . . . by the offender’s bias(es) against a race, religion, disability,
sexual orientation, ethnicity, gender, or identity” against Muslims increased eighteen-fold in
2001, with 481 incidents reported compared to just 28 in 2000 (“Uniform crime report,” 2001, p.
1). After 2001, hate crimes against Muslims never fell below 100 incidents again (“Uniform
crime report,” 2017). In 2016, simple and aggravated assaults against Muslims exceeded 2001,
at 127 instances compared to 93 (Pew Research Center, 2017a), a year that seemingly saw a
strong correlation between then-President Elect Donald Trump’s core political strategy and the
demonization of various minority groups (Bobo, 2017).
By comparison, less than one percent of all reported anti-religion hate crimes occurred
against the broad category of “Anti-Atheism/Agnosticism/etc.,” with an insignificant increase
between 2001 and 2017. Considering America’s aversion toward those that are believed to be
unpatriotic, one would imagine that there would be a less drastic difference in victimization;
after all, 16 years after the terrorist attack, Muslims are still looked at with as much disdain as
Atheists. So, what accounts for the discrepancy? After 9/11, Muslim Americans or those
mistakenly believed to be so were retaliated against after an increase of Islamophobic sentiment
meshed with patriotism. Secondly, Atheism can be kept quiet and hidden, granting secularists
the ability to blend into the majority and remain safe, whereas race or traditional religious wear,
such as a hijab, do not go unnoticed. This explains the lack of overt persecution of Atheists, but
does not address the prejudice thought process nor discrimination. In 2012, a study conducted
by Cragun, Kosmin, Keysar, Hammer, and Nielsen found that Atheists were most likely to be
discriminated against upon revealing that they do not believe in any form of a higher power. The
severity of harassment or potential assault against an Atheist hinged upon varied demographic
variables, including geolocation, age, education, ethnicity, race, and parental identifiers. Rural
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counties, older ages, industrial portions of the country, lower education, and ethnic and racial
minorities were more susceptible to discriminatory interactions. As the majority (White) racial
identity is intrinsic in the exploration of racist thinking, the majority religious identity is essential
in exploring the systemic shunning of nonbelievers.
Atheists and Stereotypic Thinking
Stereotypic thinking, a term developed from sociological construct, captures the human
drive to solve problems as easily as possible when judging people and situations (Gilbert &
Hixon, 1991). Labeling people allows us to quickly process information at the expense of
accuracy. In doing so, people can make quick decisions based off already-obtained information,
which may cause further harm by strengthening the inaccurate beliefs through repetition.
“Stereotypic thinking,” while not identical to “mythical thought,” are used interchangeably: the
notable difference is that mythical thought or mythical thinking reflects the inaccuracies that
surface through stereotyping others.
A common misbelief about Atheists is a lack of moral compass or total abandonment of
morality instead of hedonism. Conway (2008) purports that antipathy towards religion reflects
the very amorality witnessed in Atheists.
A testament to how much unnecessary death and misery indifference and hostility to
religion have wrought can be found in present day sky-high rates of marital breakdown,
out-of-wedlock births, drug-addiction, violent crime, abortion, plummeting birth-rates,
and the ever more openly practiced and officially sanctioned medically dispensed
euthanasia of the aged and infirm. These practices, always deeply lamented if not always
prohibited by traditional religions, are widely condoned, if not occasionally celebrated,
by those in whom no trace of religion is to be found. (Conway 2008, p. 308)
Conway’s argument is flawed and serves to perpetuate misinformation in a manner designed to
stoke the flames of fear over what unknown to many. His dramatized and simplified
conceptualization of amorality is better suited for a stifled 18th century social environment than
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the 21st century, which has grown in knowledge to value the genetic contribution to substance
addiction, lack of any evidence linking irreligion with criminal behaviors and moral ambiguity of
an abortion, divorce, childbirth outside of marriage, and physician-assisted suicide. Suggesting
that behavior is prohibited by religion does not indicate that the behavior is applied. If all
religious doctrine were applied, then surely Conway would “not give false testimony against
[his] neighbor” (Exodus 20:16, New International Version) in suggesting Atheists celebrate the
misfortune of others. If the purpose of being moral is to alleviate suffering and contribute to the
happiness of other people, the origin of those beliefs is rendered meaningless. Phrased
differently, if a “strong moral compass” is developed through religion or otherwise, the purpose
and results remain the same. Otherwise, suggesting that those who ascribe to a secularist belief
set are all amoral is a lofty claim and would imply that either it is impossible to be “good”
without scripture or that just by believing in scripture, we are made “good.”
I put forth the notion that Atheists, who do not ascribe to scripture nor are inclined to sort
through religious teachings to determine which are reasonable and “good” by modern day
standards, may have as much moral clarity as those who are religious. Atheists are likely to
develop their sense of what is moral or immoral from reasoning (21%), common sense (44%),
and science (32%). Interestingly, 83% believe the dichotomous concept of “right” and “wrong”
are situational in nature (Pew Research Center, 2015). Evidence suggests that Atheists are more
likely to be supportive of pro-choice, women’s rights, gender equality, and LGBT rights
(Zuckerman, 2009) and are significantly more likely to approach novel situations and cultural
experiences with an open mind to developing knowledge and appreciation than their religious
counterparts (Altemeyer, 1992, 2003; Beit-Hallahmi, 2007). In fact, concepts involving equality
may be the launching point from which someone transitions away from religion into nonbelief.
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There is a common misconception that Atheists, by definition, do not belief in God(s),
and in tautological thinking, they therefore do not believe in anything. Perhaps this mode of
thought is the result of exasperation that an Atheist does not believe in religion or could oppose
it. Atheism is not nihilism, the rejection of religious and moral principles with the assertion that
life is without purpose (ter Borg, 1988), as life is not meaningless. Life is meaningful, and
therapists may be tasked with assisting their patients in finding an existential self-defined
meaning. The natural world, not to be confused with nature, takes on more meaning for an
Atheist than the afterlife, an important concept that firmly roots purpose in what can be
accomplished in the here-and-now. Smith-Stoner’s (2007) research on end-of-life care for
Atheists suggests participants view death in scientific terms with an emphasis on evidence-based
medical interventions, with a desire to develop meaning for their life through natural occurrences
and the maintenance of connections with friends and family.
Atheistic Thinking
In removing stereotypic conceptualization of Atheists as a collective group, exploration
of belief structures with at best a neutral valence, if not positive description, is possible. In short,
Atheistic identity may be then seen as threads of belief frameworks, not creed, and can be
considered not as a comparison to the majority thought. Perhaps the Atheist’s existential purpose
is best illustrated through the articulate and comical explanation of entertainer and militant
Atheist Penn Jillette (2005): “Believing there is no God gives me more room for belief in family,
people, love, truth, beauty, sex, Jell-O and all the other things I can prove and that make this life
the best life I will ever have” (p. 2). At the core of this message lies undeniable proof that belief
and purpose do exist and they are rooted in the very fundamental nature of developing meaning,
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fighting depression, and helping the patient figure out their reason for waking up in the morning.
A life without God is not empty, but rather full of incredible, natural beauty.
An Atheist can be a complete person with a healthy psychological composition without
the element of spirituality. Spirituality and religion are a critical component to physiological and
psychological well-being—as discovered through a meta-analysis studying over three thousand
articles (Koenig, 2015)—just not a necessary component. It should be noted that there is no
guarantee that religion, much like Atheism, comes with mental health benefits as noted by
religion and spirituality expert in the field of psychology, Pargament (American Psychological
Association, 2013) who states, “Life events can shake and shatter people spiritually as well as
psychologically, socially and physically. People may struggle spiritually with their
understanding of God, with inner conflicts or with other people” (Pargament, 2013, para.
6). Without spirituality and religion, a person with assertive or passive belief in nonexistence
can be just as physically and mentally healthy if they apply the same principles of those who are
religious with a similar source. An individual can work out to be healthy or decline a cigarette
because it leads to the cell mutation, which inevitably becomes cancer, and does so, not because
they have been told to do so by a religious institution or scripture. An Atheist can find hope,
self-esteem, and a social network without prayer, service, and church. It can be argued that the
actions themselves lead to the consequences and similar to morality, the source is irrelevant.
Further, complexities lie in following through with adaptive behaviors, not in the development of
moral knowledge.
Absence of Conceptualization
In attempting to expose Christian privilege (compared to other commonly practiced
religious) Edwards (2017), in describing one of his classrooms, stated,
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There are 14 students, eight were Christian, four were Jewish, one was Muslim, and one
was Hindu. I have included one student in the Christian group who defined himself as
Atheist because of his cultural and familial upbringing. Both facilitators of this course
also had Christian identities, although one described herself as Agnostic. (Edwards,
2017, p. 20)
Several assumptions can be inferred from this statement. Instead of treating Atheism as its own
category, it was grouped in with Christianity—a nonsensical, counterintuitive measure that
unintentionally highlights the privilege enjoyed by the Christian majority at the expense of
Atheists. Further, if an individual describes herself as agnostic with a Christian identity, a
further explanation for thorough disclosure is warranted.
American citizens have become used to the ubiquity of religion. Christian doctrine is so
woven into the fabric of American culture that monotheistic representation is pervasive in nearly
all aspects of daily life. For example, the Ten Commandments are posted in courthouses, a hand
is placed on the Bible preceding testimony, “In God We Trust” is printed on U.S. currency, “One
nation under God” was added to the pledge of allegiance on June 14th 1954 by President Dwight
D. Eisenhower, and Atheists are banned from joining the Boy Scouts of America. Thinly veiled
attempts at masking religious ritual are introjected into schools, from debates on defying the
science of evolution to teach creationism to a Supreme Court ruling that children should not be
compelled to say the pledge of allegiance, which often conflicts with the reality of what occurs in
the classroom. In the same vein, morning prayers are masked as a “moment of silence.”
In Amandine Barb’s (2011) work on an “Atheistic American” being a contradiction in
terms, she eloquently explains the prejudiced treatment of non-believers within the collectivistic
identity of the United States as a reflection of the power differential that exists between the
majority and minority populations. She asserts that religion has been used as a status marker for
moral achievement, strengthening the perceived spectrum that aligns of religiosity with the
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fitness of character. Alluding to the importance of assigning a cultural lens to Atheism, Barb
notes that Atheists are historically the “other” category within America.
Viewing Atheism through a multicultural lens has considerable benefit in developing a
more comprehensive conceptualization, provides direction for future research, and strengthens
treatment modalities for those with systemic nonbelief. By perceiving Atheism as its own
culture, the field of psychology grants validity to the secularist identity and empowers those who
define themselves as Atheist, while offering them respite as a researched minority status. The
quiet discomfort endured by those who receive regular reminders of the religious stronghold on
American institutions are worthy of receiving attention in effort to promote inclusive United
States policy. Given the majority perception of Atheists, supported by misinformation along
with the potential consequences of “coming out” as a nonbeliever, the field of psychology has a
duty to address the concerns arising from stereotypic groupthink. By extension, practicing
psychotherapists will have an increasingly thorough dataset from which they can draw
knowledge to provide the best possible care to their patients.
Through an analysis of several minority models, namely The People of Color Racial
Identity Model (Cross, 1995), Filipino American Identity Development (Model) (Nadal, 2004),
Ethnic Minority Identity Development (Berry, 2005), White Racial Identity Model (Helms,
1995), White Racial Identity Models (Rowe et al., 1994), and White Identity Model (Hardiman,
1982), the Minority Stress Model (Meyer, 1995), and the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender
(LGBT) Coming Out Model (Cass, 1979), we are able to see elements of identity formation that
have great application to Atheism as a cultural group.
Similarities are significant when applying these models to understanding Atheism in
terms of transitional stages of denial and acceptance of cultural traits (Berry, 2005; Cross, 1995;
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Nadal, 2004), persecution as experienced and perceived by the minority and majority populations
(Hardiman, 1982; Helms, 1995; Rowe et al., 1994), and identity growth. The application of
multicultural transitional models to understanding those ascribing an Atheistic framework
provides strong support for viewing Atheism through a multicultural diversity lens.
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CHAPTER III: SECULARITY AND CLINICAL NEEDS
Efficacious therapy requires an individualized approach to treatment, viewing each
patient as a person deserving of receiving the full benefit of a clinician’s experience, cultural
awareness, academic studies, continuing education, and a practical skill set. Clinical needs are
addressed through a process of getting to understand the client through their history and
explanation of the presenting concerns leading to psychological discomfort. When viewing the
patient to be their own expert, the therapist is allowed an opportunity to gauge where the patient
is in terms of insight and judgment. Through the proper utilization of a clinical interview and
appropriate application of ongoing education and a working knowledge base, an effective
roadmap to psychological relief is introduced to treatment. Developing an understanding of the
patient’s self-defined identity and cultural features allows the clinician a baseline knowledge
base of the patient’s psychological process.
Identity formation is a process by which an individual utilizes internal and environment
cues to figure out what values and beliefs serve as building blocks for the characteristics that
define them as a unique individual. A more thorough definition is provided by Klimstra and van
Doeselaar (2017) who state,
Identity formation describes the conscious process of (re)examining one’s feelings,
thoughts, behaviors, and ways of relating to others who may or may not share similar
commitments and habits. It is to reflect upon our place in the universe, the meaning of
life and death, and our purpose for being here. (p. 951)
As one’s identity matures and adapts to self-perception and the environment, personal
permanency, autonomy, a heightened commitment to self-defining factors, the ability to
acknowledge roles and commitments, and an establishment of personal meaning begins to take
formation (Erikson, 1968).
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A significant point of departure in understanding the identity development of Atheistic
individuals can be through the use of Erik Erikison’s model of development. According to Erik
Erikson’s model, the psychosocial crisis presented in the adolescence (age 12-18) has great
applicability. Erikison’s notion of a psychosocial crisis requires particular developmental social
challenges that the individual must satisfy in order to move through this period effectively and
into other subsequent developmental periods. Erikson’s adolescent stage is referenced for the
following reasons: in an effort to remain focused on the concept of identity formation and to
reflect literature on the frequency of Atheistic conversion during late adolescence or the onset of
college. The aspects of minority status, prejudice and discrimination, and shame and isolation,
all collectively are shared cultural elements for other minorities. Teenagers with Atheistic
thinking may incur similar struggles that can be aligned with minority stresses (Meyer, 2003).
Given the social nature of Erikson’s adolescent phase with the importance of developing
relationships and defining self through those relationships, adolescents with an Atheistic
framework may struggle with assertion of difference, when, for most teenagers, significance of
acceptance may override individual thought.
Of note, other stages, such as ego integrity versus despair (age 65+), may also bear
relevance in Atheistic trajectory, but less so regarding the shift of self-perception. During the
adolescent phase, an individual becomes increasingly more independent and begins to focus on
their personal identifying factors, the environment around them, as well as how the two facets
function with one another (Erikson, 1959, 1997). A teenager endeavors to form a sense of self
while learning their place within the community and other social settings. Countries that
celebrate individualism, such as the United States—a notably heterogeneous culture—may
promote a desire to develop strong and unique characteristics. In this stage, a person is most
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likely to experiment with various identity conceptualizations including political stances, views of
formal education, and religious involvement. Erikson argued that the successful completion of
this stage leads to fidelity, inclusive of self-commitment with the acceptance of others regardless
of difference in viewpoints. Arguably, an individual who has developed the foundation for a
healthy development of their self-identification as they pass into young adulthood has
successfully navigated the complications of working towards their current and future needs of
belongingness.
Irreligiosity and Identity Formation
To expand upon terminology introduced in the first chapter, Atheism is separated into
two categories: “positive Atheism” and “negative Atheism” (Smith, 1991). The distinct
differences between these secular modalities serve as foundational knowledge in how a client
and their presenting problems are received and conceptualized. The negative Atheist does not
believe in a God or Gods and has likely incorporated a minimal or moderate amount of nonbelief
into their identity. Negative Atheism, not to be confused with agnosticism, does not imply a
“weak” or even questioned disbelief, but rather a passive one (Dawkins, 2006).
By comparison, positive, new, or militant Atheism—a growing movement over the past
decade—is an outspoken and aggressive form of Atheism (Fiala, 2008; Johnson, 2013; Kaufman,
2018). Similar to negative Atheism, nonbelief extends to denying the existence of a higher
power. However, the patient’s identity formation has a stronger cultural element of associating
the self as Atheist. From a positive Atheist’s perspective, there is no evidence or proof of
existence as demonstrated through systematic observation and logical reasoning. For example,
Hitchen’s razor, a concept coined by Christopher Hitchens (2007), suggests that an argument
purported without evidence can be dismissed without evidence. Essentially, the burden of truth
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falls on the individual making the lofty claim. Faith, by definition, is belief in the absence of
proof thereby aligning science with Atheism and faith with religion. Placing the burden of
proving truthfulness on the individual who claims existence would suggest that “having faith” in
the existence of God proves nothing.
Positive Atheism was born in a manner similar to that of other minority groups. An
Atheistic movement was spearheaded by Richard Dawkins (1987, 1996, 2006), an evolutionary
biologist and prolific author, as he began to shift from research on niche construction and
extended phenotypes to writing and speaking in defense of humanism and Atheism. Defense
transformed into offense with the introduction of “new” or “militant” Atheism as Dawkins was
joined by Christopher Hitchens (2007), Daniel Dennett (2006), and Sam Harris (2010, 2012,
2014). Weary of being ignored, minimized, misrepresented, demonized, and oppressed, a
portion of the minority Atheist population lashed out at the majority population. Verbiage often
mirrors LGBT phrasing, such as “coming out Atheist,” referring to the conscious choice to be
vulnerable and expose cultural elements at the risk of vitriolic recourse. A frequently-cited
article produced by Meyer (2003) that details the minority stress model within the context of the
lesbian, gay, and bisexual population is apropos in describing psychological detriment in the
Atheist community, as well as the following backlash. In 1995, Meyer pinpointed the sources of
stress that contribute to diminished mental health including external events, heightened vigilance
in the prediction of external events, the internalization of external social negativity and bias, as
well as damage caused by “hiding” from others (and ultimately potential danger). The minority
stress model presents applicable information within situational and non-situational Atheist
identity-social interaction crises, but also sets the stage for insurrection against the majority
population.
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Trajectories in Transitioning to Atheism
Those subscribing to Atheism may have varied clinical needs based on several factors
including the development of their beliefs, current life situation and stressors, strength of
conviction in non-belief, and the extent to which secularity is incorporated into their
identity. Whereas a loss of belief may be a source of trauma, a strong conviction in non-belief
may be an identified source of strength. The positive correlation between strength in Atheist
identity in shielding against psychological distress (Weber, Pargament, Kunik, Lomax, &
Stanley, 2012) cannot be overstated when approaching Atheism from a strength-based
angle. Whitley (2010), in an article aptly titled “Atheism and Mental Health” states,
Atheism, especially positive Atheism, should be treated as a meaningful sociocultural
variable in the study of mental health . . . Atheism (just like theism) is an appropriate
domain of study for social and cultural psychiatrists (and allied social scientists)
interested in exploring socio-environmental stressors and buffers relating to mental
health. (p. 190)
While a child exposed to doctrine in a religious household (Gunnoe & Moore, 2002) is
likely to believe in God(s) as an adult, being raised in an Atheist household might predispose a
person to lack of belief in God(s) (Zuckerman, 2009, 2010). Notably, evidence has shown that
unaffiliated parents are likely to provide options and education to their children (Manning,
2013), and some Atheist parents are more concerned with protecting their children from
stigmatization and integration with the community than their nonbelief (Ecklund & Lee,
2011). Given this scenario, several, non-mutually exclusive outcomes may arise later in life. If
challenged by peers during adolescence—a developmental period marked by self-discovery—a
difference in beliefs is likely to pave the way to internal confusion and external conflict. On the
contrary, if nonbelief goes unchallenged or strength in conviction overrides dissenting points of
view, secularity becomes a non-issue or potential asset to harness in treatment. Regarding
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Atheistic perception, there may be a desire for moral independence or determining what is
“right” or “wrong” for oneself through critical thought process instead of using scripture to
develop predetermined morality. If an individual in inclined to engage in behaviors that would
typically be considered religious sins, there is no longer a need to attempt to reconcile a belief
system with one’s own actions, nor answer to an external source of morality. Relatively
innocuous reasons for secular transitions, such as moral freedom, are likely to have a more
limited impact on psychological functioning.
For the purpose of illustration and clarity in the development of nonbelief, source
trajectories toward fomenting systemic Atheism can be divided into three pathways: direct
trauma, indirect trauma, and “other.” Within the diagnosis of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder, the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 5th edition describes direct trauma
exposure in its criteria as: “The person was exposed to: death, threatened death, actual or
threatened serious injury, or actual or threatened sexual violence, as ‘direct exposure’ or
‘witnessing in-person’” (American Psychiatric Association, 2013, DSM-5, Criterion A1A3). The DSM-V describes indirect trauma exposure as,
Indirectly, by learning that a close relative or close friend was exposed to trauma. If the
event involved actual or threatened death, it must have been violent or accidental (or)
Repeated or extreme indirect exposure to aversive details of the event(s), usually in the
course of professional duties (e.g., first responders, collecting body parts; professionals
repeatedly exposed to details of child abuse). This does not include indirect nonprofessional exposure through electronic media, television, movies, or pictures.
(American Psychiatric Association, 2013, DSM-5 Criterion A1, p. 272)
“Indirect trauma” is not meant to replace the concept of “indirect exposure” or witnessing
trauma as mentioned in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 5th Edition
(American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Rather, the delineation between “direct” and
“indirect” are references to whether an individual has experienced trauma from a person who
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represents the religious institution (e.g., clergy) or trauma resulting from a secondary source.
Categorizing formation of an Atheist belief set allows for a better clinical conceptualization for
treatment in terms of strengths and areas for concern. Hypothetical vignettes are utilized to
describe each category in effort to illuminate each scenario as it may materialize in
psychotherapy. Direct trauma amounts to trauma endured by an individual as a direct result of
actions taken by a religious institution (Christianity, Islam, Judaism) or ordained individuals
(priest, Imam, rabbi) who represent the place of worship (church, mosque, temple). Indirect
trauma consists of the reconciliation of personal or grand-scale tragedy and poor religious
experience. The “other” category contains the intentional lack of religious teachings during
childhood, interpersonal confrontation, logic conflict, and moral conflict. Non-traumatic
transitions to Atheism are likely slower in nature and adequately summarized in a four-stage
approach of managing the ubiquity of theism, questioning existence, rejecting religion, and
“coming out” Atheist (Smith, 2011). Smith’s (2011) research is best applied to cordial debate as
well as logical and moral conflicts. Of note, elements of trauma can be found in some situations
that would otherwise be innocuous depending on surrounding circumstances and level of
intensity. For instance, an interpersonal conflict can be amicable debate or vitriolic accusations
and repetitive, complex bullying.
Religious Trauma (Direct Trauma)
Religious trauma presents the highest potential of discussed trajectories for significant
clinical impact on the patient. Given the intimate relationship between an active and engaged
parishioner and religious leader(s), along with the power differential and reasonable assumption
that the church is a place of love and safety, the potential for complex trauma and accompanying
psychopathology increases exponentially. A trajectory from religious to irreligious founded in a
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traumatic experience with a religious institution has multifaceted clinical implications including
a loss of perceived safety, community isolation, loss of identity, identity confusion, and
symptoms associated with emotional, physical, and sexual abuse. All vignettes are redacted and
developed from the treatment of one or more patients. Consider the following vignette in terms
of a patient facing the loss of not only their religion, but a portion of their identity:
William, a 24-year-old Caucasian male, had been part of a progressive church since early
childhood when he helped clergy set up for service. His parents were active in the church
community, sang in the choir, and attended every sermon that their schedule would allow.
Religion had permeated every part of William’s life, as his parents took every
opportunity to introduce scripture into daily activity, teaching admirable traits and
behaviors, such as loving others, acting charitably, and conflict resolution. As William
grew older and into his pre-adolescence, he took on additional responsibilities, including
participation in ceremonies, counseling at summer camps, planning for fundraising, and
serving as a mentor to younger parishioners. Given William’s commitment to the church
and his parents’ influence on his belief, it seemed to be the next logical step for William
to begin assisting the pastor and her husband, while learning more about scripture and
what it means to be a religious leader. William’s parents were proud, supportive, and
enthusiastic at the possibility that he may be on a path to seminary school.
While William’s parents did not blindly trust other influences, such as peers found
outside of the church or at the school, they had no reason to mistrust the church or clergy
members they had known since before William was born. Plus, the senior-pastor Marian,
was an older female in her mid or late-40s and invested in a solid marriage to her
husband. Marian and William became close by the time William had crossed into
adolescence. At 13-years-old, Marian invited him over to her house for lunch and a
prayer session. William thought nothing of it, although he remembers thinking it was
strange that her husband was not home at the time.
In session, William begins to describe what became years of sexual abuse perpetrated by
his pastor, starting at age 13 and ending at 17-years-old. William does not remember all
the details but could recall being coaxed into undressing on his first visit to the pastor’s
house for an experience that was confusing and scary, but ultimately pleasurable at the
same time. William was instructed to never share the secret held between him, his pastor,
and God. William recalls thinking, “in any other situation these acts would have been
considered sinful, but why would his pastor lead him to hell?”
William never shared this experience with anyone until he arrived at the clinician’s office
for intervention. He failed out of seminary school twice after suffering flashbacks to his
childhood, was unable to engage in or build a healthy relationship, and became socially
isolated. He no longer felt an ability to trust others and began to see his life through a
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lens of depression and anxiety. William had spent the past two years thinking about the
possibility of there being no God and upon concluding this to be the case, felt as though
he had “lived a lie,” became angry at his parents for not protecting him, and resentful
towards them because they expressed disappointment in his failed seminary
efforts. William is struggling to find a reason for living and feels as though his life is
devoid of meaning.
In this trajectory to secularity, strength comes from survival with an emphasis on traumafocused intervention. Atheism is unlikely to be a protective factor, at least at first, as the patient
will need to focus on trauma, loss, identity, and meaning. The clinical issues are complex,
overlapping, and will require thorough treatment planning. An existential approach to therapy
may help William make the transition from feelings of emptiness to a fulfilled life. He may
eventually learn to embrace and replace a new identity as Atheist, in lieu of religious. While the
process of trauma resolution and healing may very likely not be expedient, the process of identity
formation in Atheism fermented from trauma can also not be abrupt or compelled by the
therapist. An understanding of what this transition might entail, including potential ostracization
from his family and community, will need to be addressed in treatment.
Reconciliation of Personal or Large Scale Tragedy (Indirect Trauma)
Having to manage immediate or traumatic loss—a situation that often presents an
individual with more questions than answers—can lead to existential questioning and a thorough
analysis of religious beliefs. There are two distinct forms of tragedy that may require a
reconciliation of tragic loss with an individual’s personal reality. First, difficulty understanding,
accepting, or balancing out a large-scale tragedy with the existence of an omnipotent,
omniscient, and omnipresent God(s) or alternatively, suffering loss in close proximity to the
individual’s world can lead to a loss of religious belief. When individuals experience significant
loss or traumatic experience in their lives, attempts at reconciling the loss through belief in an
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omnipotent God or higher power may trigger a paradoxical reaction for many. “If God's role is
to protect me from harm, why did he let this happen” may be a consequential belief. Such a
reaction may lead people to surrender their belief in that higher power when they reason that
somehow they were “forgotten” by God. Pre-determinism and free will are analyzed in effort to
untangle conflicted reasoning. Personal tragedy, which can take on several gruesome forms
from losing a loved one in a seemingly arbitrary accident or terminal illness without
symptomatic warning, can set a trajectory towards Atheism in motion. Consider the following
vignette:
An African American couple, Mr. and Mrs. Johnson in their early 30s, request loss and
grief counseling after their 7-year-old and 9-year-old children died in a car accident while
the family was on vacation when they were hit by a drunk driver. They present with
severe depression and report difficulties with daily functioning. Mr. Johnson recently
lost his job after calling out of work for weeks at a time because he struggled to get out of
bed. Mrs. Johnson reported doing the best she could to take care of Mr. Johnson, but as
she put it, “lost the will to fight.” Bills are overdue and marital strain has increased to the
point of discussing divorce. Mr. Johnson reports sleeping through as much of each day
as he can to avoid the pain, while Mrs. Johnson says she is afraid to fall asleep due to
nightmares.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson describe their prior life as being humble and content. Their stories
fall sharply into the categories of “before” and “after.” Before the accident, they spent a
lot of time socializing with friends that had kids about the age of theirs and at church
events that catered to parents. Christianity and the church were a big part of the
Johnson’s lives, but they could no longer stand to be near “happy families” as it brought
them too much pain to think of what they used to have. As Mr. and Mrs. Johnson began
to isolate from their social support, they also separated themselves from their
religion. The Johnsons began to question the existence of a God or the reasons to
worship a God that could allow for this kind of tragedy to happen.
By the time the Mr. and Mrs. Johnson attend therapy, they are managing more than the
loss of their children. The Johnsons have lost their identity as parents and as Christians.
As such, they have lost touch with the social support necessary to help them through their
loss. They are struggling to find meaning for their lives after losing several roles vital to
their self-identity and identity as a married couple.
The most notable difference between direct and indirect trauma, in terms of trajectory
towards Atheism and clinical impact, are the implications associated with the source of
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suffering. In other words, to what extent the psychological pain is associated with religion itself.
The potential for developing psychopathological symptoms in William’s sexual abuse scenario is
qualitatively on par with the pain endured from the loss of children (Hooghe, Rosenblatt, &
Rober, 2018; Lichtenthal, Neimeyer, Currier, Roberts, & Jordan, 2013). However, social
connectedness is of remarkable importance in managing the loss of children (Frank & Suniya,
2017), a protective factor that dissipates quickly after separating from the church.
Unlike non-traumatic transitions to secularity wherein a strength-based approach founded
Atheistic belief and its accompanying qualities can be harnessed for ego protection, a traumatic
trajectory involves exploration and untangling of areas of loss through extensive, delicate
dialogue. An existential approach to finding meaning in a life without important loved ones or
after severe injury, such as a loss of motor functioning or limbs, is likely to present itself at the
forefront of therapy when compared to the interwoven nature of traumatic loss through harm
done directly by a religious entity.
Non-traumatic Transitions
The following transitions are non-traumatizing in nature and well-studied by LeDrew
(2012, 2013a), who conducted qualitative research by interviewing fifteen (15) Atheists in order
to learn more about how they made the transition from theism to Atheism. It should be noted
that LeDrew (2013a) opted to choose his sample from an Atheist convention, which would
indicate that the attendees were most likely passionate about nonbelief and strongly identified
with the Atheist culture.
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Figure 2. Trajectories to Atheism: Illustration of the transition and "coming out" process of an
Atheist (LeDrew, 2013b).
LeDrew (2013a) uses the terminology “Atheist activism” as his final step in publicly
decrying identity as an Atheist. Given the sample of interviewees was pulled from an Atheist
convention in 2010 when new Atheism began to mature and take form, his flowchart speaks to a
development of strong, Atheistic belief. By removing the final step of Atheist activism, the
flowchart becomes widely applicable to those who transition through simple or non-traumatic
means but stop short of transitioning to militant Atheism.
Interpersonal Confrontation (Non-Traumatic)
The term “confrontation” is not meant to imply conflict or aggression, but rather being
presented with new evidence by others that contradicts their religious belief system.
Confrontation by secular peers, during either adolescence or early adulthood, is another means of
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religious transition, with interpersonal influence being a common transitional point for people to
lose their belief in a higher power (LeDrew, 2013a).
College provides a good example for a scenario where one might begin the transition to
Atheism. Not only do colleges and universities pull people from their potentially homogeneous
communities where the entirety of the population may ascribe to religion, but Atheist clubs and
an exposure to a heterogeneous student body where young adults are crystalizing their identity
provides an ideal environment for self-exploration and peer influence. Consider the following
scenario of secular transition:
Jennifer, a 19-year-old Latino freshman at a local major university has sought out therapy
near the end of her first year. She is adjusting well to her new environment and has a
positive outlook on her future. Jennifer has made new friends, joined several clubs, is
succeeding academically, and is enjoying being away from her restrictive community
where she grew up. Jennifer has always gotten along well with her parents although they
were considerably strict when compared to the social norm. She was not allowed to date,
had a curfew of 10:00 p.m. on Friday and Saturday night, and was required to spend each
“school night” at a club, church, or home. Her exposure to cultures outside of her own
were limited, especially within the context of religiousness, as she attended a Catholic
high school and spent several days out of the week at a Catholic church.
Jennifer developed several friendships throughout middle and high school that felt as
though they would be long-lasting when she left for college. However, two semesters
passed, and Jennifer found herself missing her old friends less and less. She had met new
people with novel ideas that were more congruent with how she perceived the world. In
time, Jennifer realized she did not miss the church either, and while she had always
questioned the existence of a higher power, these thoughts began to solidify through
conversations with her new peers. By the end of her first year at the university, she had
developed a new self-identifying characteristic of “Atheist.” While the transition was not
noticeably stressful, she felt as though therapeutic guidance would assist her in further
conceptualizing her new identity.
The cultural element to this vignette does not stop at religious transition. The therapist
and patient may need to explore not only how irreligiosity changes her perception of herself, but
also how it intertwines with other cultural identifiers. Perhaps there is no stress, but even relief
caused by the prevention of cognitive dissonance, as it relates to transitioning to systemic
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Atheism. Yet, conflict may arise out of cross-cultural conflict. The patient’s new belief set may
cause familial strife, ostracization within her community of origin, and further isolation from her
old social network. A culturally competent clinician will need to explore these potential areas of
psychological conflict while examining the possibility for a strength-based approach to treatment
in utilizing the patient’s newfound Atheism as a source of protective factor(s).
Identity Confusion (Logic Conflict or Moral Reasoning Conflict)
A transition to secularity through identity confusion may underlie several other modes by
which an individual begins to question the nature of their religious beliefs. However, identity
confusion is deserving of its own category, as it does not require external catalysts for transition
but rather an effort to quell the psychological discomfort that arises from having conflicting
beliefs. Arguably, an Atheistic transition revolving around logic or moral conflict has the
potential to breed a stronger and more aggressive approach to nonbelief—a potential area for
future research.
A conflict in logic is eloquently phrased in LeDrew (2012) as a loss of religiosity through
scientific enlightenment stemming from a religious childhood where you are not presented with
an alternative concept from which to draw comparison. In this form of transition, an individual
begins to struggle with the statistical likelihood that stories drawn from scripture are plausible
when juxtaposed with scientifically based knowledge. Perhaps the claims found in religious
texts are far too lofty for an individual to believe or they do not meet scientific standards for the
development of a scientific theory. Maybe a new knowledge base obtained through education
conflicts with religious teachings, serving as a catalyst to nonbelief. In LeDrew (2013a), an
interview with “Elaine,” a science teacher, produced a quote that summarizes logical conflict
nicely, “Maybe it’s because I’m a scientist by trade, maybe it’s because my personality brought
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me to science. I have a very hard time believing imaginary things.” Importantly, this trajectory
witnesses a new definition of “skeptic” that is less derogatory in nature from its past use. In fact,
being a skeptic indicates free thought, a likely point of pride for those who ascribe to militant
Atheism.
Moral Conflict
A conflict in moral reasoning, or the attempt to apply objectivity to “right” and “wrong,”
may arise as direct objectively immoral events that happen in religious literature, such as stoning
a woman to death; “. . . the girl was not found a virgin . . . then they shall bring out the girl to the
doorway of her father’s house, and the men of her city shall stone her to death . . . by playing the
harlot in her father’s house” (Deuteronomy 22:13-22, 21). Similarly, an internal struggle may
arise in terms of personal freedom of choice conflicting with religious teachings. For instance, a
Christian may want to get a tattoo, but become worried about scripture stating, “You shall not
make any cuttings in your flesh for the dead, nor tattoo any marks on you: I am Lord” (Leviticus
19:28). Finally, the most compelling manner of moral conflict is teachings incongruent with
one’s personal belief system.
Many behaviors prohibited in the bible are now accepted as either normal or outside of
the scope of religion, such as touching a dead pig (Deuteronomy 14:8), shaving (Leviticus
19:27), or wearing an article of clothing made from various types of cloth (Leviticus 19:19). For
the purpose of this literature review, it is acknowledged that historical texts are often adjusted for
modern culture in effort to adapt to social standards and laws. However, many religious
institutions or Christian sects do not adjust their doctrine to account for social progress. Using
religious views on homosexuality as an example, the bible states, “If a man lies with a male as
with a woman, both of them have committed an abomination; they shall surely be put to death;
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their blood is upon them” (Leviticus 20:13). If in alliance with the LGBT community and
Christian, there may be cognitive dissonance in belief when attending a sermon discussing the
sin of homosexuality. Significant identity confusion may occur if a person identifies as gay and
Christian and finds it impossible to separate each cultural element in a meaningful way. As such,
a transition to a more progressive religious institution or trajectory away from religion are a
potential means by which to resolve cognitive dissonance or express distaste for religious
teachings. Consider the following scenario:
Jane, a 50-year-old Caucasian female, grew up in a household with a religious mother
and agnostic (apathetic) father who never spoke about religion. She had a younger
brother, Steven, who is currently 47-years-old, that took after their mother and became
heavily involved with the church as he grew older. Jane, however, viewed herself as
agnostic and spiritual. When she arrives for therapy, Jane says “[She’s] always believed
in some kind of God, but just can’t anymore.” She goes on to explain that her brother
had joined an “extremist” sect that preaches damnation of nearly every diverse
background. Since then, she becomes anxious at the thought of attending family holidays
knowing her brother will be demeaning, intolerant, and bigoted while discussing his
religious and political ideology. Jane notes that her brother is “egged on” by their
mother, while her father remains neutral and avoids the conversations.
While Jane herself does not identify by any of the cultural variables deemed sinful by her
brother’s church; she recognizes the incongruence between her brother’s demonization of
minorities and the reality of the people who constitute each group. Jane relays that she
does not often speak up against her brother and realizes his opinions do not reflect the
greater majority of religious individuals. However, she is aware that several biblical
teachings are contradictory to her own personal beliefs about the intrinsic value of
people. Jane admitted she was already leaning away from having any agnostic belief, and
believes her brother’s intolerance may have finalized her trajectory towards Atheism.
She presents as feeling depressed and angry and is unsure about how she will interact
with her mother and brother heading into future family gatherings. However, Jane does
appear happy and relieved when she talks about losing her belief in God, as she no longer
has to compare her personal values to those of religious scripture.
It is understood that not all churches promote hateful ideology, nor do they all strictly
adhere to literal teachings. However, the reality of such historical texts is that they deliver
messages of tolerance and love along and anti-LGBT, anti-secular, and anti-women. Atheism
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born from moral independence as well as skeptic thought is likely to produce a cultural set of
values that can be utilized as strengths in the psychotherapeutic practice. For the purpose of
illustration, figure 3 represents the aforementioned categories of Atheistic source trajectories
founded in indirect trauma or lacking the element of trauma.

Figure 3. Flowchart: Illustration of Atheistic trajectories (non-traumatic and indirect trauma)
(Lampert, 2019).
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Clinical Needs of Secularists are Unique and Relevant
A diversity lens can be carefully assigned to Atheists when considering the trajectory to
Atheism. While strength in belief is relevant to cultural diversity in terms of acknowledging the
differences in the level to which someone identifies as an agnostic or Atheist, passivity and
assertiveness hold more relevance in terms of treatment approach. Providing psychotherapy with
a multicultural approach allows for the therapist to provide tailored treatment and delivers the
necessary platform for scholars to emphasize accuracies about Atheism to dispel harmful myths
about nonbelief.
More importantly, approaching Atheism from a cultural perspective allows the therapist
to conceptualize multiple elements of identity to develop a clearer picture of how each piece,
independently and combined, influence psychopathology, perception of self and world, and
clinical outcome. A multicultural lens also allows for a strength-based approach to treatment for
Atheists who have a strong systemic belief or newfound sense of independence.
It may be a commonality in source trajectories to Atheism, regardless as to whether the
transition is the result of trauma or is non-traumatic and strength-based in nature, is the lack of or
perceived lack of social network. A loss of a religious community does not leave an individual
without social support so much as it provides them with an opportunity to seek support
elsewhere. Interpersonal interactions are not strictly limited to non-believers; thus, anyone is
eligible for friendship. Like-minded people, if desired, can be found in local organizations or
nationwide conventions. Otherwise, similar to moral freedom, Atheists are able to choose from a
wider variety of individuals with whom they would like to spend their time based on personal
preference instead of external suggestion.
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It should not go unaddressed that psychological conditions that tend to impede social
functioning, whether originating from secular transition or an unrelated condition stifling social
effectiveness, could have caused significant difficulties in relationship development -- most
notably because there are very few predesignated social groups intended for Atheistic
convention. Anxiety-related disorders, trauma and stressor-related disorders, and depression—
commonly experienced psychopathology that could originate from a source trajectory—may
affect an individual’s ability to develop new friendships. Unrelated, organic conditions such as
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) also
have underlying social implications that could have a negative impact on the ability to develop a
social circle. As such, special attention and effort may need to put into assisting the client with
the development of social skills to help ease overall stressors and stressors related to the potential
scenario of having to obtain and maintain new friendships.
Atheists have unique needs in a treatment setting that arise from their trajectory to a loss
in belief. The trajectories to Atheism may provide the clinician with valuable information
regarding the patient’s presenting problems and potential interventions. Understandably,
Atheism does not require internal struggle, indirect or direct trauma, or any transition at all. In
fact, from a diagnostic perspective, the determination of transition, if one exists, and the context
in which the transition was created has intrinsic value in case conceptualization. Moreover,
Atheists, specifically those who identify strongly with systemic nonbelief, may possess strengths
that could be harnessed to address and mitigate painful psychological symptoms. An analytical
and intellectual approach to therapy and/or the ability to empathize with “hidden” or thinly
veiled affronts to those who do not believe are beneficial in the tailored and individualistic
treatment. Further, given the sensitive nature of theological concerns, multicultural training with
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a humble approach to learning about and accepting the values and beliefs of an Atheist client are
invaluable in providing best practice.
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CHAPTER IV: CULTURALLY COMPETENT TREATMENT
Cultural competence is generally understood in terms of appreciating and interacting with
people from cultural backgrounds different from those of our own. Insight and acceptance into
personal deficits of knowledge, a willingness to learn, adapt, express, and the ability to sit with
discomfort are invaluable when providing psychotherapeutic services to others. Sue and Sue
(1990) describe cultural competence as a developmental process using self-reflection skills
through the growth of personal insight to examine one’s own belief set. Introspection,
sometimes painful, when vulnerable and honest, is necessary to become aware of how one’s own
beliefs and values can impact the therapist’s perception of the patient, limit objectivity, and cause
both immediate and long-term harm through the perpetuation of misinformation. Empathy,
arguably one of the most important aspects of an effective psychotherapist, becomes even more
relevant in a culturally competent approach to therapy when attempting to navigate the
intricacies of a foreign belief set.
Research has been conducted from the examination of potential countertransference for
an Atheist clinician when treating religious patients (Litmaer, 2009). According to Litmaer, a
psychoanalyst’s resistance can lead to missed opportunities for connection, faulty
communication, and irritation with the patient. Arguably, an alternative scenario—one that sees
a religious therapist treating an Atheistic patient—would prove little difference. When a
therapist’s belief system is challenged by a patient’s cultural differences or perception of the
world around them, an opportunity for self-examination and countertransference may
arise. Litmaer wrote of his own reactional emotions when working with highly religious
individuals, noting puzzlement, discomfort, envy, and narcissistic injury among the most
common themes. While the emotions of a religious therapist may (or may not) have overlap,
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future research into the countertransference of a highly religious therapist working with an
Atheist patient is certainly warranted.
Clinical Needs
The clinical needs of an Atheist patient will differ significantly in terms of situational
context and presenting problems. As with other cultural identifiers, a working knowledge of
systemic belief, openness to learning (and correction), and an adaptive approach to treatment is
invaluable in providing culturally competent treatment. Ideally, the practitioner should engage in
regular self-reflection, consultation, and the utilization of supervision to examine and manage
countertransference and identify inaccurate conceptualizations.
Creating a Safe Environment
From a practical standpoint, creating a comfortable environment conducive to allowing
for the safe exploration of presenting issues may require a modification of the office and
professional attire. Given preceding arguments that Atheists are a silent minority and the
majority belief that everyone is either religious, spiritual, or both, seemingly miniscule details
may have a significant impact on the ability for a secular patient to become comfortable in their
environment and ultimately to connect with their therapist.
For the purpose of illustration, religious symbols, such a cross necklace commonly
associated with Christianity, are so commonly worn that their presence can be overlooked as an
innocuous personal fashion choice. Similarly, religious icons are often placed in lobbies and
offices, presumably under the assumption that the therapist’s expression of their religious beliefs
will go unnoticed or will not have an impact on the patient-therapist relationship. The impact of
religious adornments is exemplified easily through the following brief, hypothetical situations:
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New Atheism: If a patient identifies strongly as an Atheist, they may have a negative
view of religion or struggle to find someone who they can trust and connect with without
worrying about how they are perceived as a secularist. An Atheist with strong conviction
may assume they will not connect with their therapist, are likely to be slower in building
trust, or become unwilling to discuss issues with the clinician if they see religious
symbols.



Loss of Faith: If the client has recently questioned or lost their faith, they may be more
vigilant in spotting religious symbols. More importantly, if the patient is suffering from
guilt or shame in transitioning to Atheism or they are looking to the clinician for
guidance in transition, a religious ideogram may give the patient a preconceived
impression that they will be judged or receive biased feedback. Imagine a scenario where
the guilt-ridden patient is struggling with abandoning their familial religion only to enter
an office festooned with even the smallest of crescent symbols.



Trauma: If a patient has been traumatized, either as a direct or indirect result of a
theological institution, they may be negatively impacted by religious emblems. A client
may feel as though they cannot find a safe place to escape religion and explore their
trauma, he or she could view the therapist as an enemy instead of ally or may even suffer
anxiety and re-traumatization at the sight of a religious symbol. Envision a patient
attempting to seek solace after extensive childhood abuse from clergy only to find
clerical staff wearing a crucifix necklace.
There are undoubtedly other examples of where adjustments should be made in personal

and professional presentation, such as having faith-based treatment books prominently displayed
in the office. While seemingly harmless, consider the opposite scenario having a similar effect;
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unease endured by a religious patient, where the therapist has a collection of theological and
existential texts regarding an absence of faith and the treatment of Atheists. The clinician’s
active awareness of internal and external stimuli can prevent a rapture in rapport or
unwillingness to engage in the therapeutic process.
An informal inventory should be taken upon the determination that the patient is seeking
psychological treatment for transitional reasons, religious trauma, or if a strength-based lens can
be applied to therapy for the purpose of understanding an empowerment. As indicated through
the flowchart presented as figure 4, a complex and layered approach to assessing belief system
and trajectory to Atheism can be applied in determining an appropriate strategy for learning
about the patient and their unique circumstances.
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Figure 4. Flowchart: Impact of Atheistic transition trajectory and strength in belief as it relates to
treatment and cultural factors (Lampert, 2019)
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As with the development of any treatment plan, therapists are encouraged to treat each of
their patients with a comprehensive and individualized approach suited to their presenting
problem(s) in a manner that appropriately fits within the individual’s worldview. By utilizing
information presented in figure 4, the clinician can develop foundational, culturally sensitive
knowledge about the patient, their concerns, and the origin or strengthening of psychological
symptoms.
Working with the understanding that the patient has requested treatment resulting from
direct trauma caused by a religious organization—either by ecclesiastics or ostracization from an
institution or community—evidence-based trauma treatment such as the Triphasic Model
(Baranowsky, Gentry, & Schultz, 2004; Herman, 1992; Zaleski, Johnson, & Klein, 2006) is
recommended. While there are likely amplifying factors regarding self-identification and the
cultural complexity of religiosity or irreligiosity, an examination of trauma symptoms is
warranted if described in a manner likened to Posttraumatic Stress Disorder. However, as
previously mentioned, while treating everyone within the parameters of their own values and
perceptions, best practice would suggest a modification of trauma treatment that addresses the
individualized relevance of religion and trauma.
In an effort to create a typology, indirect trauma can be divided into categories that align
with several of the previously discussed trajectories including interpersonal confrontation,
identity confusion, logic conflict, reconciliation of tragedy, and a poor religious experience.
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Table 1
Transition to Atheism through Indirect Trauma with Accompanying Symptom(s)
Indirect Trauma

Depression

Anxiety

Adjustment

Interpersonal Confrontation

+

++

+

Conflict in Logic

+

+

+

Conflict in Moral Reasoning

+

+

+

Reconciliation of Tragedy

+++

++

+++

Poor Religious Experience

++

++

+++

Note: Plus symbols illustrate predicted weight of symptom as applicable to indirect trauma:
+ limited weight with difficult predictability
++ moderate weight with moderate predictability
+++ strong weight with high predictability

When looking at clinical outcomes, common presentations for treatment are likely to
present themselves in the form of depression, anxiety, dissociative disorders, and adjustment
disorder(s). Given the wide breadth of research proving efficacy of evidence-based treatments
(EBTs) such as Dialectal Behavioral Therapy (DBT) (Linehan, 2015), Cognitive Behavioral
Therapy (CBT) (Beck, A., 1963; Beck, J., 2011), Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT)
(Hayes, Strosahl, & Wilson, 2012), motivational interviewing (Miller & Rollnick, 2013),
Forward-Facing Trauma Therapy (Gentry, 2016), Eye Movement Desensitization and
Reprocessing Therapy (EMDR) (Shapiro, 2018), and self-regulation approaches (van der Kolk,
1996), in resolving symptoms of depression, anxiety, and adjustment-related issues, the
assumption that any and all EBTs already-proven useful are recommended treatments for said
symptoms.
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Of note, precipitating factors are not necessarily a result of poor fortune, nor are all
unfortunate occurrences traumatic. Indirect, or for that matter direct trauma, are not prerequisites
for transition to nonbelief. Per example, difficulties reconciling scientific belief with religious
doctrine may lead to nonbelief without the creation of internal conflict. Likewise, a traumatic
event does not presuppose a trauma-related diagnosis. A traumatic event, such as losing one’s
family in a car accident, could create a cognitive environment to begin questioning the existence
of God without the demonstration of symptoms typically associated with PTSD.
Regarding interpersonal conflict, an individual may experience an indirect trauma
preceding or following secular transition or experience the event as non-traumatic. While
theological debate can influence an individual’s perception of religiousness at any developmental
stage in their lives, the potential for change is higher during late adolescence and early adulthood
before the crystallization of belief and personality and upon exposure to a new population, often
seen in the college population (LeDrew, 2013a). A transition to nonbelief via social influence is
unlikely to be traumatizing in theory barring pressure, bullying, or assault. However, the crosscultural fallout arising from shifting to secularism is worthy of a therapist’s attention. Anxiety
symptoms may fester when a young adult worries about returning home to speak to their parents
about nonbelief or wondering if their friends will remain accepting of them. Symptoms related
to depression could be a result of lost belief or ostracization from community of origin. In
working with college students who transition away from home, a clinician should be vigilant in
determining how they are adapting to a new, autonomous lifestyle, how prior and current cultural
factors play a role in their adaptation, and the level of impact (or lack thereof) that a transition to
secularity may have on their ability to manage stress and adapt to their new environment.
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Identity confusion/moral conflict and a conflict in logic are similar in construct, but
worthy of being explored as two separate pathways to cognitive dissonance. A patient’s
presentation of identity confusion will likely be witnessed mid-transition towards systemic
nonbelief. Ultimately, the patient may be able to reconcile their belief systems and maintain
religiosity, keeping an intact sense of self through personal exploration. Ultimately, the goals of
clinical psychotherapy treatment are to assist the patient with obtaining a sense of psychological
homeostasis, not direct their belief system. However, the therapist must, using a multiculturally
competent approach with Atheists, allow for the individual to question, explore, and fashion their
own meanings about from where they draw inspiration, purpose, and understanding of their life;
all aforementioned, unfettered by the meanings held by the therapist. Phrased differently, the
relief of psychological stress and internal turmoil is the treatment goal, not the discovery or
rediscovery of systemic belief or nonbelief unless determined, directed, or indicated by the
patient. If a person is relieved of psychological symptomatology and returns to a strengthened
religious belief, the essential purpose of therapy has been met. Confusion related to oneself may
take the form of conflicted belief systems. If a core belief is “all people are good,” “the LGBT
population are equally deserving of rights as their straight peers,” “abortion is a woman’s right,”
and “marriage is as sacred as an individual deems it to be,” then varying religious doctrine may
cause inner strife. Therapists are encouraged to put their own belief systems aside in lieu of
treating the patient by meeting the patient where they are in terms of their values, assisting in the
alignment or interweaving of thoughts, opinions, feelings, and behaviors.
A conflict in logic is similar in terms of treatment, with a goal of lessening emotional
strain for the patient by guiding them to a psychologically adaptive outcome. Regardless of
whether a patient can interweave science with religion to preserve dual beliefs or ultimately
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discard either, a positive result would see a decrease in psychological symptoms with an increase
in functioning. A trajectory to Atheism spearheaded through a scientific approach is likely to
either form through the application of the scientific approach to religious belief, inconsistencies
between scientific study and religious stories, competing theories for the same occurrence
(intelligent design, creationism, and evolution), analysis of which religion is “correct” and which
is “incorrect,” and statistical probability. A psychotherapeutic approach would require the
analyst to learn about the client’s full belief system in the most comprehensive manner possible
while protecting their right to explore difficult, possibly painful incongruences.
While logical and belief system conflicts are more likely occurrences when looking at
transitional, developmental life stages, they are less likely to produce symptoms than a trajectory
involving the reconciliation of a tragedy; this includes not just depression and anxiety, but
trauma-related disorders related to transition or the event itself. The reconciliation of a tragedy
can be separated into two categories: large scale and personal. A large-scale tragedy, such as the
terrorist attack on the World Trade Centers or the Holocaust, has the potential to create a
cognitive environment for theological questioning. A personal tragedy has a significantly higher
chance of involving trauma, with personal loss and grief fueling the transition to nonbelief. A
clinician may need to tease apart the mental health implications of the tragic event itself from the
questioning of religious beliefs. However, loss and grief approaches of therapy may apply as
much to the loss of a loved one as it does to the loss of belief in God(s). Litchenthal et al. (2013)
correctly asserted,
Clinicians should guard against the assumption that spirituality is necessarily an
unproblematic resource in the context of bereavement. It is incumbent on professionals
to explore whether the trauma of a [loved one’s] death also challenged or undermined
parents’ faith in a way that requires review and revision of long-cherished beliefs, or
engagement with existential issues that complicate the loss per se. (p. 320)
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Arguably, the responsibility of the clinician to set aside biases in similar scenarios involving
other types of loss is generalizable and equally as important. Given the potential for the
deterioration of religiosity and spirituality, a more global and creative approach to psychotherapy
will need to be used in restoring meaning to the patient’s life.
Finally, a “poor religious experience” consists of any other unpleasant experiences with
religion, religious institutions, and clergy unrelated to direct trauma inflicted on an individual via
a religious or spiritual pathway. From unfriendly parishioners, through an uncomfortably
zealous community, or a loss of personal relationship to the institution through indoctrination,
difficult experiences with religion can turn individuals away from spirituality with or without
traumatic fallout. A clinician should explore if or how these personal understandings of a
person’s relationship with God have influenced their overall belief system and how they interact
with the world. Given the variety of scenarios that could lead to an Atheistic trajectory, a
thorough exploration is recommended so as not to overlook strength-based factors, cognitive and
emotional struggles, or origins for psychological symptoms.
If an Atheist patient seeks treatment for reasons unrelated to secular transition, the
clinician should approach treatment from an identity perspective to determine if strong systemic
nonbelief can be harnessed in the same way strong religious belief can be used to assist a patient
improve their quality of life. While it should not be assumed that those who identify as agnostic
or negative Atheist do not possess similar strengths used to empower a new Atheist, cultural
competency would suggest asking relevant questions and allowing information to unfold through
appropriate dialogue with the patient. A scientific, logic-first approach to the world may lend
itself well to the use of cognitive behavioral therapy, Socratic questioning, and liberal use of
logical fallacies when applicable. Existential approaches to therapy are beneficial in restoring
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meaning to a nonbeliever who has otherwise experienced a sense of aimless wandering without
purpose. In lieu of not believing in an afterlife, emphasizing the importance of contribution
while alive with the one life that the patient has to live replaces the notion that a “second chance”
is granted upon death.
Clinical Guidelines
Vieten et al. (2013) acknowledge the importance of religious beliefs and a lack of cultural
competence in psychologists, suggesting that spirituality and religion get less respect as elements
of diversity than other elements of diversity such as race, ethnicity, sexual orientation,
socioeconomic status, disability, gender, and age. The authors propose exploration of a patient’s
secularity, spirituality, and religiosity as ethical obligations. It can be argued that irreligious
belief is worthy of similar attention, and as such, a modified list of competencies is generated for
the treatment of Atheist patients. Proposed modifications are listed via bullets under Vieten’s
numbered competencies. Additional attitudes, knowledge, and skills are highlighted at the end
of the secular modifications.
Attitudes
1. Psychologists demonstrate empathy, respect, and appreciation for clients from diverse
spiritual, religious, or secular backgrounds and affiliations.


Psychologists should apply the same levels of empathy, respect, and appreciation
for clients from Atheist backgrounds with special care and attention given to the
unique characteristics of secularity.

2. Psychologists view spirituality and religion as important aspects of human diversity,
along with factors such as race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, socioeconomic status,
disability, gender, and age.
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Psychologists should view a lack of spirituality and religion as equally important
aspects of human diversity, along with factors such as race, ethnicity, sexual
orientation, socioeconomic status, disability, and age. Additionally, psychologists
should learn about how those aspects of culture interact with each other, as well
as to the benefits and detriments cultural interactions may create for the patient.

3. Psychologists are aware of how their own spiritual and/or religious background and
beliefs may influence their clinical practice, and their attitudes, perceptions, and
assumptions about the nature of psychological processes.


By dispelling mythical thinking and remaining aware of common misconceptions
and biases about the absence of spiritual and religious beliefs, the psychologist is
able to mitigate potential damage done to rapport and practice, as shaped by their
attitudes, perceptions, and assumptions about the nature of psychological
processes.

Knowledge
4. Psychologists know that many diverse forms of spirituality and/or religion exist, and
explore spiritual and/or religious beliefs, communities, and practices that are
important to their clients.


In the same manner that diverse forms of spirituality and religion exist, there is
diversity in systemic nonbelief worthy of equal attention. The psychologist is
ethically driven to explore irreligious beliefs, social networks, and worldviews
that are important to their clients.

5. Psychologists can describe how spirituality and religion can be viewed as
overlapping, yet distinct, constructs.
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Psychologists can describe how spirituality, agnosticism, negative Atheism, and
positive Atheism have distinct overlapping constructs and uncompromised
differences.

6. Psychologists understand that clients may have experiences that are consistent with
their spirituality or religion yet may be difficult to differentiate from
psychopathological symptoms.


Psychologists understand that clients may have experiences that impact their
religiosity or irreligiosity, which may or may not lead to psychopathological
symptoms.

7. Psychologists recognize that spiritual and/or religious beliefs, practices, and
experiences develop and change over the lifespan.


Psychologists recognize that spiritual and/or religious beliefs, practices, and
experiences develop and change over the life span or may dissipate entirely as the
result of several nonexclusive trajectories.

8. Psychologists are aware of internal and external spiritual and/or religious resources
and practices that research indicates may support psychological well-being and
recovery from psychological disorders.


Psychologists are aware of internal and external irreligious resources and
knowledge that support psychological well-being and recovery from
psychological disorders.

9. Psychologists can identify spiritual and religious experiences, practices, and beliefs
that may have the potential to negatively affect psychological health.
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Psychologists can identify the varying degrees of systemic nonbelief and
trajectories towards nonbelief that have the potential to negatively or positively
impact psychological health.

10. Psychologists can identify legal and ethical issues related to spirituality and/or
religion that may surface when working with clients.


Psychologists can identify legal and ethical issues related to Atheist populations
when working with clients.

Skills
11. Psychologists are able to conduct empathic and effective psychotherapy with clients
from diverse spiritual and/or religious backgrounds, affiliations, and levels of
involvement.


Psychologists can conduct empathic and effective psychotherapy with clients
regardless of religious or irreligious backgrounds, affiliations, and strength in
belief/nonbelief.

12. Psychologists inquire about spiritual and/or religious background, experience,
practices, attitudes, and beliefs as a standard part of understanding a client’s history.


Psychologists inquire about aspects of systemic secularity, experiences, attitudes,
beliefs, and worldview as a standard part of understanding a client’s history.

13. Psychologists help clients explore and access their spiritual and/or religious strengths
and resources.


Psychologists do not impose the finding or loss of beliefs on the patient as an
element for treatment unless the patient indicates a theological conflict lies at the
route of their psychological distress.
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14. Psychologists can identify and address spiritual and/or religious problems in clinical
practice, and make referrals when necessary.


Psychologists can identify and address religious and irreligious problems in
clinical practice and will develop an understanding as to when referrals are
necessary.

15. Psychologists stay abreast of research and professional developments regarding
spirituality and religion specifically related to clinical practice.


Given the ongoing studies about the significance of an Atheistic trajectory and
importance that systemic nonbelief can have to a patient, psychologists are
ethically bound to regularly engage in professional development regarding
passive and active disbelief and engage in ongoing assessment of their own
spiritual and religious competence.

16. Psychologists recognize the limits of their qualifications and competence in the
spiritual and/or religious domains, including any responses to clients’ spirituality
and/or religion that may interfere with clinical practice, so that they (a) seek
consultation from and collaborate with other qualified clinicians or spiritual/religious
sources (e.g. priests, pastors, rabbis, imam, spiritual teachers, etc.), (b) seek further
training and education, and/or (c) refer appropriate clients to more qualified
individuals and resources.


While there are no assigned irreligious sources or doctrines, sociological,
psychological, and philosophical fields provide worthy, relevant, and professional
peers for consultation.
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Proposed Additions
17. Psychologists are aware of the potential traumatic impact inherent to the loss of
religion without assuming that a loss of religious belief is, in fact, traumatizing.
18. Psychologists are able to differentiate the origin of trauma sources through a thorough
and sensitive exploration of the patient’s experiences so as to differentiate between
psychological stress caused by a preceding event and the potential transition to
Atheism.
19. Psychologists are aware of their own biases in effort to assist the patient with relief
from psychological symptoms without steering them towards gaining or regaining
belief or nonbelief.
20. Psychologists are ethically obligated to dispel mythical thinking about Atheism
within the field of mental health.
21. Psychologists are willing and able to engage in creative ways to assist the patient
regain a sense of purpose without attempting to access healing through spirituality.
22. Psychologists are aware of opportunities to use the patient’s worldview to strengthen
their self-perception and ability to problem-solve.
23. Psychologists become more aware of their treatment space and can create an
atmosphere that is sensitive and appropriate for the treatment of religious and
irreligious patients, alike.
Ultimately, we live in a society where spirituality, at the very least, is expected of
us. When individuals fall short of personal or societal expectations and lack spirituality or
religion, even if they do so with pride, they are prone to be perceived as less-thanwhole. Majority construals and belief structures of the larger social networks that view
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spirituality as a moral center point of character and development, may struggle with considering
a different philosophical center of gravity if you will. Incorporation of the worthiness of life
without spirituality may be seen as “Godlessness,” and as such, requires almost a paradigmatic
shift in how people fashion their worlds and openness to the perspectives of others. In
Alcoholics Anonymous (AA, 2019), a major foundation requires sobriety to be built on the
acceptance of a “higher power.” Although, for the non-believer, this center post of help and
change may be an unavoidable obstacle for many, leaving them feeling disenfranchised and
unavailable to the ameliorative qualities of community support. In fact, it is misleading to
indicate or imply that A.A. is a secular or agnostic organization. While some members may
suggest religion as not being a prerequisite for participation, the use of the Lord’s Prayer,
serenity prayer, the third principle of A.A., “Faith,” the seven (7) of twelve (12) steps referencing
spirituality/God/religion, and the notion that an individual can appoint a “higher power” to their
recovery in whatever form they should so choose (Alcoholics Anonymous, 2019) would suggest
otherwise. Yet, as we frequently hear in jest at a meeting, “Your higher power does not have to
be God. It can be anything you wish, such as a chair,” as though appointing a higher power of
any variety is somehow compatible with traditional Atheism. In terms of a specific illustration
of treatment recommendations for someone struggling with substance use or in need of
interpersonal interaction, a clinician should consider such factors when suggesting an Atheist
attend A.A. meetings. In more general terms, the illustration of how society veils and wields
spirituality against those who are content in their lack thereof, serves as a suitable learning point
for the culturally aware clinician.
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Consider the following case example:
Mr. Smith [name redacted], is a 65-year-old male who is recently retired. He identified
strongly as Atheist but was not outspoken about it. Mr. Smith has struggled with alcohol
abuse for almost two decades and has only recently become aware of the impact that
consumption has had on his life. In retrospect, Mr. Smith realizes that frequently losing
high-paying jobs was the consequence of a decrease in his work quality resulting from
drinking and not bad luck or a poor market. While he voluntarily retired, it felt like his
only option after “burning all of [his] bridges” to employment. The 28-day residential
program utilizes a multidisciplinary approach to treatment including individual and group
psychotherapy, psychiatric care, and consumer-led support groups. Alcoholics
Anonymous plays a significant role in treatment, with multiple gatherings occurring inhouse and off-unit daily. Mr. Smith expressed a desire to conquer his addiction and
wanted to engage in all our program has to offer but was notably trepidatious about how
to navigate the religious aspect of the A.A. groups and overwhelming spiritual construct
of his peers. Mr. Smith was a quiet and stoic individual who did not want to “rock the
boat,” but felt the understandable need to remain true to himself. Using a multi-cultural,
strength-based clinical approach, Mr. Smith’s reliance on science and logic were utilized
to both explore what gave his life meaning and purpose. Clinical efforts created a safe
environment for Mr. Smith to share his feelings of being disenfranchised due to the
emphasis in A.A. about salience of belief in a “higher power” to create recovery. Mr.
Smith felt understood and was more comfortable engaging with his peers knowing he
could embrace A.A. teachings without pretending to adopt a religious or spiritual
framework.
Research has demonstrated the importance of being a culturally competent clinician in
terms of providing the best possible treatment for the patient. Few researchers have covered
aspects of Atheism as they apply to psychotherapy, with even fewer speaking to the transition
from belief to nonbelief. Literature discussing Atheistic transitions reference interpersonal
factors, such as peer influence and parental guidance, nearly inclusively (Ecklund & Lee, 2011;
Ritchey, 2009; Whitley, 2010; Zuckerman, 2009, 2010). A bevy of literature acknowledges the
cultural significance of religion as it relates to an identifying factor that affects a personal mental
health and provides accompanying clinical guidelines (Brady et al., 1999; Braum, Van Den
Eeden, Prince, & Beekman, 2001; D’Andrea & Sprenger, 2007; Galen & Kloet, 2011). With a
greater understanding of origin and point of arrival within the context of a secular transition to
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Atheism, the therapist is able to make more educated and competent decisions in treatment.
Psychological and sociological literature on Atheism has only recently begun to gain traction,
with frequent references to the self-awareness of the clinician regarding assumptions and
countertransference.
The therapist is ethically obligated to remain educated on the treatment of patients from
various cultures. Beyond ethics, the expectation of continued education should extend to a desire
to disassemble social injustice on the premise that equality can be achieved through effort and
the dissemination of accurate information. Learning about trajectories to Atheism as it relates to
psychopathological or identity-related outcomes are an invaluable step in providing adequate
treatment. Developing a better understanding of the patient’s perception of self and others
allows the therapist to take a strength-based approach to therapy in utilizing the characteristics
and strengths an Atheist patient may possess prior to arriving for treatment. The application
promoting a positive perception, continued education, and clinical skills, when combined with
regular reflection for transference and countertransference, provides the most advantageous
opportunity for efficacious therapy.
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CHAPTER V: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A historical review of psychology and secularism reveals a combination of subtle and
critical if not disregardful views of Atheistic beliefs. Prior psychological research, while
continually emphasizing the importance of cultural diversity and culturally competent treatment,
has consistently overlooked and omitted Atheists and those cognizant of rejecting spirituality as
a separate group of individuals worthy of attention and specialized treatment. Scholastic
literature in psychology was nearly absent until 2009 and has only recently (2013-2018) gained
recognition as a topic worthy of comprehensive research (Brewster, Robinson, Sandil, Esposito,
& Geiger, 2014; Chalfant, 2018; Dingfelder, 2012; Galen & Kloet, 2011; Hayward et al., 2016;
Whitley, 2010; Zuckerman, 2009, 2010) . Religion is expected, spirituality is regarded as a
“given” (Sperry, 2001), and agnosticism is the outlier, leaving Atheism as the frightening or
meaningless unknown. The progression of Atheism and Atheist as terms through early and
modern (18th century) history illustrates an etiological origin born from disapproval in that
Atheist was a non-concept in overwhelmingly religious eras or utilized solely as a slur.
The amount of people in the United States who have volunteered their absence of faith is
estimated at 10% to 33% (Gallup, 2017; Pew, 2015), indicating the combination of an Atheist
and agnostic population increase and a willingness to speak up about systemic nonbelief.
However, public perception of Atheists is mostly negative, fueled by an inaccurate
conceptualization of non-believers as being “lost,” “deluded,” and “hedonistic.” Tied to the least
popular belief set, Atheists are perceived as coldly by other Americans as Muslims, likely rooted,
in part, due to the mindset gained after the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001; in other
words, being “Christian” and “American” are interwoven constructs (Barb, 2011).
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While religion is regularly addressed through a cultural lens, literature on an Atheist
culture is sparse. However, an increasing about of research is addressing the unique
characteristics of Atheists within a mental health setting (Hayward et al., 2016; MagaldiDopman, Park-Taylor, & Ponterotto, 2011; Morgan, 2013) in a positive light. Recent trends in
research have begun to suggest that while prior research has universally indicated that spirituality
and religion are positively correlated with health benefits, that the perceived opposite (lack
thereof) is not, by default, a risk factor. In fact, Moore and Leach (2016) suggest that there are
no differences in psychological health between theists and Atheists. Thus, it can be argued that
by assigning cultural significance to Atheism at the same level we bestow upon religion, it is as
much a component of cultural identity as religion itself. This is not to say that Atheism is a
religion, so much as Atheism can be just as self-defining or irrelevant to an individual as
religious belief.
Specific knowledge related to the intricacies of nonbelief is unquestionably necessary in
addressing the nonreligious population in a clinical setting. Likened to the ethical responsibility
for outside consultation with appropriate professionals when faced with situational confusion
outside the provider’s expertise, such as consulting with clergy, seeking additional information
regarding systemic nonbelief carries the same level of importance and consequence. Given the
unique circumstances by which one may lose their belief in God(s), face conflict from others
when leaving the church, experience isolation or ostracization among peers, the community,
family, and friends, among other psychological stressors, the clinical needs of secularists are
worthy of prodigious attention.
The adaptation of Atheistic belief can contribute to psychopathology in certain
circumstances of religious loss or serve as a protective factor in established or non-traumatic
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transition to nonbelief. Circumstances and presenting problems that arise from a psychologically
painful transition or coping with life stressors without protections provided by an adaptive sense
of irreligious self may require specialized attention and treatment. Examples may be loss and
grief, lack of purpose, lack of direction, difficulties with self-identity, lack of autonomy or
control, interpersonal complications, and other various stressors related to the loss of religious
beliefs and/or a newfound belief set. The aforementioned factors are often associated with the
depressive and anxiety disorders, as well as trauma-related disorders, namely Adjustment
Disorder, Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), and Other Specified Trauma and StressorRelated Disorder.
Regarding relevant depression symptoms, clients may experience or exhibit sadness,
anger/irritability, anhedonia, sleep and/or appetite disturbances, lethargy, agitation, psychomotor
retardation, feelings of worthlessness, hopelessness, and/or helplessness, issues with
concentration and attention, isolation, substance use/alcohol abuse, suicidal ideation, intent,
plans, or attempts, and symptom conversion. Excluding symptoms that overlap with depression
such as agitation, physiological conversion, sleep and/or appetite disturbances, the following
anxiety-related symptoms may be present: excessive worrying (when compared to the subjective
norm), psychomotor agitation, tenseness, panic, and irrational fears.
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder bears relevance in situations where a religious institution is
the source of trauma and sexual or physical assault directly or indirectly leads to a loss of
religious belief. Adjustment Disorder and Other Specified Trauma and Stressor-Related
Disorder are more likely relevant in scenarios of abrupt loss of belief caused by tragedy or
introspection, excluding physical or sexual trauma—forms of trauma more commonly associated
with severe psychological impairment. Trauma-related criteria must fall outside of other, non-
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religious, cultural symptoms. A variety of disturbances that do not meet the full threshold for
PTSD can consist of avoidance, intrusion, negative mood alteration, and arousal/reactivity.
A typology or categorization of trajectories was discussed in effort to help the reader
connect situation with therapeutic approach. In any given scenario, a patient may not have
suffered trauma as a result of transitioning to nonbelief, may acquire symptoms related to trauma
as a result of questioning or transitioning, or may have direct trauma caused by religion or
religious institutions. Equally as important, when exploring treatment options is gauging
conviction in belief. In summation, while a strong adherence to nonbelief is likely a positive
indicator for the utilization of an Atheist’s worldview or problem solving, a passive nonbelief
may reflect theological apathy.
Presenting psychopathology is unlikely altered or exacerbated by irreligiosity; however,
the approach to treatment may change as it relates to the individual’s presentation and
strengths. Cognitive behavioral therapy is potentially useful when addressing psychological pain
that originates from stressful thoughts around a perceived lack of fairness or unjust world when
coping with significant loss. Per example, an Atheist who had believed in God in the past and
would manage misfortune through the attributing tragedy to the “will of God” or “God’s plan,”
may struggle when feverishly looking for an answer that may not even exist, post-belief.
Whereas an existential or constructivist approach may assist the patient in the development of
meaning, hence relieving them of depression stemming from feeling lost or without purpose. For
the purpose of clarity and specificity, an Atheist client may become empowered upon the
realization they are free to assign meaning to their own life without external influence.
A comprehensive review of literature, when analyzed through a cultural lens,
demonstrates a set of constructs that extend in complexity beyond set definitions, rules of “what
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to do” or “what not to do” in a therapy environment, and theological conceptualizations. While
an emphasis is placed on the cultural elements of Atheism within a treatment setting, additional
attention will be placed on the client’s unique journey to Atheism, religion or irreligion as a
strength or source of trauma, dispelling inaccurate, detrimental conceptualizations of
irreligiosity, appropriate use of verbiage with distinct definitions (when possible), and the
importance of cultural knowledge in terms of striving for the highest level of ethical practice and
providing a comprehensive, well-informed service to the patient.
Mythical thinking or commonly held beliefs of Atheism are dispelled through an
exploration of prior research, reported micro-aggressions experienced and endured on a regular
basis, minimal anecdotal narratives, and the layperson’s misinformed perpetuation of negative
and inaccurate stereotypes. Frequently spread misinformation regarding Atheists often questions
the moral aptitude of character, absence in all belief systems, lack of happiness, lack of purpose,
and an inability to possess unrelated associations, such as “Atheist” and “patriot.” Written
vignettes were used to assist the reader with a realistic illustration of cultural insensitivity, as
well as a means by which to describe adherence to nonbelief in a qualitative fashion; a
quantitative measurement was not typically pragmatic.
Clinicians are not immune from misbelief and misunderstanding but they are tasked with
developing an awareness of popular and personal bias in order to appropriately and efficaciously
address cultural issues in public and clinical settings. Common misunderstanding of secularists
such as amorality, complete lack of beliefs, incomplete self, lack of purpose, confused, and
lonely speak volumes to the importance of dispelling inaccurate thought and the development of
appropriate, tailored treatment plans in order to provide best practice to those who identify as
Atheist.
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Trajectories towards Atheism have considerable predictive value in terms of treatment
focus, approach, diagnosis, prognosis, and perception. The development of a solid and
comprehensive understanding of where the patient is struggling and what aspects of their issues
are influenced by religious or irreligious beliefs is invaluable; of note, this is not implying that
systemic adherence to scripture or a lack of religious beliefs will always influence the patient
positively or negatively in treatment. Trajectories were typologized between traumatic
transitions and non-traumatic transitions, with traumatic transitions being separated into “direct
trauma” and “indirect trauma.” Notably, the categorical approach to illustration was used to
allow the reader to develop a clear understanding of transition and not to pigeonhole the patient’s
adaptive or maladaptive psychopathological reaction to their experience.
By putting forth the notion that Atheists are appropriate for and deserving of being
perceived as a culture, clinicians can utilize a strength-based approach in conceptualizing and
treating nonbelievers. Further, in operating through a multi-cultural model, the therapist can
identify transcultural conflicts as well as other points of potential stressors or strengths that may
arise as a result of transition.
Literature Review Question #1: In what ways can a multicultural lens be applied to those who
identify as Atheists?
Undoubtedly, a multicultural lens can be applied to those who ascribe to Atheism. By
addressing Atheism as a culture, it lends validity to the population as having specific and unique
needs. Continued focus from academicians and the general public creates an environment
allowing for the dispelling of myths, which, in turn, should allay fears related to the unknown
through exposure.
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Literature Review Question #2: What are the clinical needs of those ascribing to Atheism?
By exploring and developing an understanding of an Atheist’s principles, we are able to
gain a better sense of how they perceive the world and how they feel that the world may view
them. A newfound sense of empathy can be discovered when considering the inundation of
messages emphasizing a sense that Atheists do not belong, arising from individual and systemic
micro-aggressions to a pattern as discarding those who do not ascribe to religion or spirituality as
the “others.”
Literature Review Question #3: What multiculturally competent implications are
recommended as best practices in the clinical treatment of those who identify with Atheism?
Creating a culturally-sensitive treatment environment can provide a foundation from
which the therapist can build rapport through the gathering of relevant data to the patient’s
Atheistic belief set, their trajectory to Atheism, and their presenting problem, whether they are
related to theological concerns or not. A strength-based approach, when appropriate, can be
applied to the unique set of characteristics and traits that an Atheist may either arrive at therapy
with or need assistance in discovering through empowerment and self-exploration.
Limitations
There has been substantial research conducted that determined religious and/or beliefs
can serve as a buffer or protective factor for managing the afterlife in illness or aging (Brady et
al., 1999; Dezutter et al., 2013; Johansson, 2002; Witter et al., 1985). However, research
attempting to measure irreligiosity and psychological benefit or perception thereof, is limited,
and in the case of Smith-Stoner (2007), it admittedly falters in attempt to “ensure . . . inclusion of
all individuals with nontheistic beliefs” (p. 927).
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Other means by which to measure irreligiosity have bias or inaccurate instruments using
means of measurement and surveying, such as Allport and Ross’s Religious Orientation Scale
(1967), which served as a baseline for future revisions often attempting to update items for
accuracy (Gorsuch & MacPherson, 1989; Hall & Edwards, 2002; Peacock & Poloma, 1999),
standardized to a specific population (Darvyri et al., 2014) or both (Hathaway & Pargament,
1990). While authors such as Vieten et al. (2013) emphasize the importance of religion in
cultural identity and acknowledge secularity, limited analysis is conducted on the variables
related to Atheism.
Hayward et al. (2016) found a negative correlation between those who identified as
Atheist or agnostic and psychological well-being, including deterioration of their supportive
relationships, health, and psychological functioning. Additionally, the “no religious preference”
had more similar outcomes to those with affiliation than Atheists and agnostics. Nonbelievers
tended to fair better in terms of ADLs and BMI (obesity), but worse in psychological areas such
as happiness, self-esteem, depression, and anxiety. They note that the cross-sectional data makes
it impossible to determine if nonbelief is the contributing factor to poor psychological health.
A significant limitation worth consideration is how Atheism can be a self-defined concept
that allows for the blending and blurring of conceptualization between disbelief through a softer,
questioning perspective such as agnosticism. The differences can be overt and conspicuous, as
in when comparing New Atheism to spiritual Agnosticism or less-easily defined when looking at
positive atheism and non-spiritual Agnosticism. In addition, because patients typically are
considered their own experts, their definition of self may not align with commonly agreed upon
definitions. At times, semantics may become problematic, with word choice and verbiage
contributing to shades of gray.
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It can be difficult and potentially dangerous to create definitions, particularly absolute
definitions for a population that has a paucity of prior research. While every attempt was made
to explain thoroughly the concepts, definitions, and academic analysis of the Atheist culture,
there is room for error created by the individual nature of human existence. Attributing
commonly associated characteristics to all Atheist patients, a lack of individual exploration or
poor understanding of the variance to human condition could provide disastrous results in
therapy. With so few reference points, the innate lack of clergy or other experts, minimal
research, and little direction, literature on Atheism such as this paper, are likely to be seen as
expert opinion, leaving unrealistic room for error or the consumption of counterarguments.
Recommendations and Future Research
The trend in research over the past decade seems to demonstrate a promising future in
developing a more complex understanding and treatment modality for nonbelievers. A
prodigious contribution to scholastic literature has far-reaching implications, from the clarity of
treatment conceptualization to the unveiling of seemingly innocuous, systemic discrimination
bolstered by disingenuous platforms and a lack of awareness.
An Atheism Cultural Diversity Model is proposed with the assumption that there will be
continued research, evolution, and modification of the transitionary progress as conceptualization
progresses. Comparing historical cultural diversity models that examine various aspects of
identity and looking for applicable commonalities provides the foundation for an Atheistic
archetype. For the purpose of reemphasis, Atheism does not imply transition nor does it require
a trajectory: other situations, such as not knowing an alternative or lack of personal relevance,
would indicate otherwise.
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Atheistic Cultural Diversity Model
Pre-exposure Stage: The pre-exposure stage assumes a prior lack of exposure to
Atheism in terms of being in a religiously homogeneous community. Consider the historical
means by which secularity was approached during the Middle Ages, where Atheism could not be
conceptualized. Without exposure to information otherwise or through fear of being or feeling
different, there would be a lack of consideration given to an alternative to religious belief. In this
stage, the person is content in their neutral or religious identity, as they have no point of
comparison. This stage is perceived through a lens of unknowing.
Exposure Stage: In the exposure stage, an individual is subjected to a belief set different
from their own; however, there is no immediate connection between exposure and the
disintegration of beliefs. Instead, a person may either take a firm stance in opposition to
nonbelief or begin a process of questioning their beliefs, worldview, and the potentially
conflicting elements of their cultural identity. In this stage, a person may begin to question the
existence of God(s), experience the beginning of an existential crisis, and experience the onset of
confusion. This stage can be described as a process of newfound knowledge.
Conflict Stage: In the conflict stage, a person’s ability to regulate cognitive processes
and emotional balance may begin to weaken. If they were beginning to experience an existential
crisis, they may begin to feel lost and question their purpose or the meaning of their life. The
person may wonder if they have been living an authentic life, develop misdirected anger towards
those who have taught them doctrine in the past, and struggle to feel whole. Psychological pain
is most likely to be prevalent during this developmental stage. Confusion, potential pain, and an
attempt to reconcile past beliefs and current information are the necessary components of the
conflict stage.
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Pride Stage: The pride stage would assume that the person has successfully transitioned
away from the conflict stage. Without relief and resolution, possibly through psychotherapeutic
intervention, the person would be unable to positively identify with being Atheist. Rather, this
stage sees the individual embracing their new identity, rejecting their prior identity as religious,
and potentially severing ties with their prior community in lieu of a new peer set. If there is a
vehement adoption of Atheism, the person may become notably outspoken about nonbelief and
critical of religion. This stage is illustrated through Atheism as a focal point for selfidentification and a new, emerging sense of purpose and wholeness.
Reintegration Stage: Reintegration is likely to take form in two different but
overlapping manners: negative Atheism or positive Atheism. If the individual reintegrates with a
passive Atheistic belief system and/or with less conflicting cultural complications, the
reintegration process is likely to be an easier transition. However, if Atheism becomes an
important or integral part of self-identity, the ease of transition may hinge upon interpersonal
skills, emotional management, colloquial narcissism, and necessity for social interaction or a
support network. Clearly, it is possible to remain true to personal ideals while developing and
maintaining relationships with those who are multi-culturally diverse. This stage is described
through the reintegration into a community with other religious and irreligious beliefs with a
newfound sense of self-identity.
By continuing to work on measurement tools, expanding research to larger and wider
Atheist and Agnostic populations, and accepting the sometimes-nebulous nature of how a person
perceives themselves as the world through their belief set, progress can be acquired on
understanding the various shades of nonbelief. Continued research also prevents overemphasis
on any one or two pieces of literature and allows the reader to draw comparative conclusions
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based on various viewpoints of the authors. In doing so, not only is the clinician able to acquire
more knowledge in conceptualizing and treating their patient, they are also more likely to receive
information grounded from several evidence-based sources; ultimately, researching multiple
viewpoints on Atheism and treatment lends validity to the overall exploration process and
promotes neutrality.
An examination of how moral reasoning can be impacted through the loss and grief
process as well as how this may affect (ir)religiosity should be examined in the future. Further,
age as a variable, could pose as an interesting and meaningful element to the determination of
how morality is developed in the aftermath of tragedy. The impact or lack of impact
psychopathology on the development of moral reasoning, as it applies to the loss or acquirement
of religious beliefs, is also a noteworthy venture for future research. Additionally, the difference
in development of moral reasoning in terms of age and trajectory source, may or may not create
an interesting caveat regarding the type of moral development and speed in which someone
adapts to a newfound moral compass.
As discussed, the field of psychology has often treated Atheism as the “other” category,
meaning a lack of religion or spirituality would amount to no more than discarding the spiritual
component of a treatment model. Future research should work to resolve this issue by taking a
best-fit approach in replacing the spiritual element of a treatment with an element applicable to
Atheist clients. With the strength-based approach, the field of psychology can provide best
practice to Atheist patients by aiming to fill the space left behind by spiritual treatments, such as
prayer, with something more fitting: perhaps research, existential practice, or science.
An Atheist treatment model is in development for providing best practice for Atheist
patients. Additionally, a training module breaching the topics of appropriate interviewing styles,
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interview content, group, family, and couples therapy, the dispelling of inaccuracies,
measurement constructs, drawing attention to overlooked micro-aggressions, providing a safe
environment, cultural sensitivity, and multicultural competence are focal points for future
research. Several aspects of treatment should be reviewed, including an individualistic
adaptation of A.A. tenants for Atheist patients and discovering responsible alternatives to
therapeutic models that include spiritual elements.
There is a lack of validation provided by the APA as it relates to systemic Atheism. For
the purpose of illustration, the APA’s Society for the Psychology of Religion and Spirituality
(Division 36) describes their organization in the following terms:
[Division 36] promotes the application of psychological research methods and
interpretive frameworks to diverse forms of religion and spirituality; encourages the
incorporation of the results of such work into clinical and other applied settings; and
fosters constructive dialogue and interchange between psychological study and practice
on the one hand and between religious perspectives and institutions on the other. The
division is strictly nonsectarian and welcomes the participation of all persons who view
religion as a significant factor in human functioning. (APA, 2019b, para. 1)
While Atheism is not being put forth as a religion, it is asserted that nonbelief warrants the same
validation in terms of impacting human functioning, as any faith does. The very act of claiming
inclusion and incorporation of all religious beliefs without mention of secularity ostracizes and
invalidates those who ascribe to an Atheist belief structure. It can be extrapolated with little
effort that while religion and spirituality are perceived as having a significant impact on human
functioning, vehement disbelief must, in fact, have limited-to-no impact at all. Future efforts
from the American Psychological Association and independent researchers will need to take an
inclusive approach to the study of religion, discarding the “other” category, while
counterintuitively introjecting irreligiosity as its own, imperative, and unique category.
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